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Editorial

Editorial
From the editor
For the September issue of Raven Cage we are doing a special theme. We request that poems in the
following forms be sent:
It would be nice to see these either written about the rain, September or
include the word rain, or September.
Villanelle: The villanelle consists of five tercets and a quatrain with line lengths of 8-10 syllables. The
first and third lines of the first stanza become refrains that repeat throughout the poem. It looks like
this:

Do not go gentle into that good night
Dylan Thomas - 1914-1953
A(1)
b
A(2)
a
b
A(1)
a
b
A(2)
a
b
A(1)
a
b
A(2)
a
b
A(1)
A(2)

Do not go gentle into that good night,
Old age should burn and rave at close of day;
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
Though wise men at their end know dark is right,
Because their words had forked no lightning they
Do not go gentle into that good night.
Good men, the last wave by, crying how bright
Their frail deeds might have danced in a green bay,
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
Wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight,
And learn, too late, they grieved it on its way,
Do not go gentle into that good night.
Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight
Blind eyes could blaze like meteors and be gay,
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
And you, my father, there on the sad height,
Curse, bless, me now with your fierce tears, I pray.
Do not go gentle into that good night.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
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Madrigal : The madrigal originated as an Italian form, actually as a pastoral song. The Italian madrigal is
written in lines of either seven or 11 syllables and is comprised of two or three tercets, followed by one
or two rhyming couplets. Just as variable as the lines and line lengths is the rhyme scheme. In fact,
there's so much variability that I'm going to focus more on the "English" madrigal.
For the English-version of the madrigal (developed by Geoffrey Chaucer), the rules are much more
defined. Here they are:
Usually written in iambic pentameter.
Comprised of three stanzas: a tercet, quatrain, and sestet.
All three of the lines in the opening tercet are refrains.
The poem follows this rhyme pattern:
Line 1: A
Line 2: B1
Line 3: B2
Line 4: a
Line 5: b
Line 6: A
Line 7: B1
Line 8: a
Line 9: b
Line 10: b
Line 11: A
Line 12: B1
Line 13: B2
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Palindrome poetry (or mirror poem)

You must use the same words in the first half of the poem as the second half, but
Reverse the order for the second half, and
Use a word in the middle as a bridge from the first half to the second half of the poem.

©Sarah E. Morin

This is a great example of the extent one can go. It is basically the same poem
mirrored whereas both can be read front to back, back to front.
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Nonet: The nonet poetic form is simple. It's a 9-line poem that has 9 syllables in the first line, 8 syllables
in the second line, 7 syllables in the third line, and continues to count down to one syllable in the final
(ninth) line.
This form can also be combined with a Palindrome making it a total of 18 lines whereby it can be, but
doesn’t have to be a true Palindrome; meaning the line syllable count is just reversed in the second
Nonet.

It is a nonet in a nonet
I count down nine to one
Syllables in this poem
And it is nine-line verse,
It is wonderful
In formation,
Meaningful
One is
Well.
Copyright © Muzahidul Reza
9 December,2017
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Rondeau:
The rondeau is comprised of 15 lines across three stanzas with the first word or phrase from the first line
represented as a refrain (R) and a rhyme scheme of two rhymes throughout (A and B). The rhyme and refrain
scheme looks like this:

A (R)
A
B
B

We Wear the Mask
Paul Laurence Dunbar - 1872-1906
We wear the mask that grins and lies,
It hides our cheeks and shades our eyes,—
This debt we pay to human guile;
With torn and bleeding hearts we smile
And mouth with myriad subtleties,

A

A

Why should the world be over-wise,
In counting all our tears and sighs?
Nay, let them only see us, while
We wear the mask.

A
B
R

A

We smile, but oh great Christ, our cries
To thee from tortured souls arise.
We sing, but oh the clay is vile
Beneath our feet, and long the mile,
But let the world dream otherwise,
We wear the mask!

A
B
B
A
R

Paul Laurence Dunbar, born in 1872 and the author of
numerous collections of poetry and prose, was one of
the first African American poets to gain national
recognition.

The A and B lines are usually eight or 10 syllables in length. The refrain is usually one to three words (or so).

It would be nice to see these either written about the rain, September or
include the word rain, or September.
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Further requested forms are the quatrain, sonnet, quatern (4 quatrain in 4 stanzas) diamond, and
acrostic.

By the acrostics please use one of the following:

Rain
September

September Rain

Summer Dusk

Autumn

Autumn Dawn

Further forms are welcome. When submitting the poems, please either have the form in or under the
title. Acrostics without title will be titled as the building word or words. Again it would be nice to see
these be written about the rain, September or include the word rain or September.
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Emotional Poetry
Dave Wolff

Knight and Knave
How do I shut them out,
Without becoming like them?
Dissolve the bonds of dilemma and obfuscation
How do I forget?
I sit in front of a blank word file
Trying to remember my passion
My wonder at the journey I was embarking on.
The discoveries and the pleasures within and without
Replaced by promises of heaven
How do I remember?
Confusion
Consternation
Contradiction upon contradiction upon contradiction
What was done was done by others
What was denied was denied by others
And still, the divergent roads appear exactly the same
Heaven is hell, hell is heaven
Which way is up?
The more I seek sense
The more I descend into insanity
At least it’s something real
When there is nothing before and nothing after
But false hope.
© Dave Wolff 2020
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Allison Grayhurst

Cost
When you bleed
do you bleed in the summer,
early morning, on wet grass?
Or just because the door is open,
do you close it and walk up a steep hill?
When you are walled in, is it prejudice
or wisdom, packing you tight, with no
left-over spaces to stretch?
Each day comes like a sword, living is charged
with complexities that must be cut through amputated calcifications to reach the fleshy core.
I thought we could sail straight through the waters
but you, lover of chaos, called in the mad waves
and rode them gleefully to any shore.
I can only catch up,
follow and accept your choices.
I can only ask myself –
what fresh boundary must I break through?
What deep-set morality must I re-think?
For love, for you,
to keep us true, connected.
© Allison Grayhurst 2020
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Which Way?
Blue I wondered
blue in summer in
the mornings, caught in
the snail-size tales of
futility and inevitable floods.
Crooked boundaries, solid as
vapour, stung, trapped my fears
far from knowing the mercy of self-forgiveness.
I carried my purse like a stone, collected
empty wrappers, useless pens
and expired medicine,
burning always from head to foot,
impatient for change,
running into the concrete walls
of my collected fate.
Today, I look at the bloom of yellow flowers,
full in their last burst of joy before the frost,
and I am learning to drop that stone,
accept what lives and what cannot.
My bitterness has lost its vein to travel through,
forms and then corrodes.
Let others count their dollars
and covet extravagant houses.
I love my home like a trusted friend
and my garden is a portal into heaven
where the robin drinks and the mange-bitten squirrel
has made her home, digging, storing nuts.
Throats are cleared.
God’s giant voice has won
my full attention.
Switch me off. I am ready
to swim far into the ocean, fast
until my lungs burn, desperate for air.
There I will stop (the shoreline visible, but barely).
There I will wait for an answer, recover my breath and
decide - further out or back home.
© Allison Grayhurst 2020
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Meg Smith

Kore
Archaic,
a girl in stone stands.
Someone said to smile.
She holds out her hands,
as if bearing candles,
but only, air.
'This is my smile,' she says,
unmoving, unmoved.
© Meg Smith 2020
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Vessels of Silence
Cast into the dark,
two ships,
too great to reach
or traverse with language.
They glide, in search
of voices, emissaries -and nothing waits
but wings, surfacing,
devouring.
Nothing waits but
a fulsome feast.
© Meg Smith 2020
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Nothing for Our Remembrance
We sit across from one another
in the yellowed light at the table.
Hours weave such nonsense.
Words do not become us.
We are more than words that fall,
and yet, we do fall.
Your eyes are grown with shadows.
Nothing holds peace
in the coming of night.
© Meg Smith 2020
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The Blue Forest
Mirror on mirror,
the sky and river close in.
Islands of moss lie whole.
I have come to this place,
where stars sift
through the leaves -flashes of time, and light.
In the shadow of woods,
I'm falling.
In the shadow of dreams,
I breathe, and believe.
© Meg Smith 2020
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Charlie Brice

A Stich in Time
I always loved funerals.
Cousin Terry died when
I was seven.
I admired the orchestration
of his disposal
by the proprietors of
the Funeral Home in Cheyenne—
how he was composed
in his coffin, lightly perfumed,
how intricately a rosary wound
through his cold wrinkled fingers.
When I was ten, my parents’ friend,
Jack Randolf, died of pneumonia.
“Worked himself to death,” my mother said.
I saw him in his casket,
lifted his head slightly
when no one was looking.
It was heavy—like winter.
Uncle Francis died when I was twelve.
The requiem mass was in a huge
cathedral in Omaha. We gathered
under a green canopy
at the gravesite while
rain and tears fell.
The funeral director spread his hands
in air-embrace and gently
herded us into limousines so
we wouldn’t watch the coffin
slowly lowered into its
final earthy niche.
My father died when I was fourteen.
I had a tiny ring embedded
with a fake ruby stone, slipped
it onto his little finger
when no one was looking.
Even though fat Auntie Ursal
wondered loudly, as was her way,
whether it was proper to do so,
my ring is there on what’s left
of him now.
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The thread of death and its ceremony
ties much of my life together,
but not any more than the seams
of a baseball,
the binding of a book,
or the helixed hemp
of forty-five years bound
to the beating heart
of the one I love.
© Charlie Brice 2020
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Towed
The sign reads Patient Parking Only—All Others Will Be Towed.
I feel sorry for them already—the towed non-patients who thought
they’d make a quick run into a local store.
Maybe they encounter a friend, or have trouble finding an item,
or simply become preoccupied with the largess of capitalism
in the early twenty-first century.
Return to the parking lot occasions momentous disorientation, the kind
Icarus experienced a second before he realized daddy was right:
Where’s my car?
Is this the right parking lot?
There’s a space where my van used to be!
Who took my truck?

Then commences the one-foot-over-the-other stagger also known as
the Boogie of Bewilderment. Soon shame covers the non-patient like
steamy asphalt poured onto a naked street’s sub-base. Recovery
from shame entails the kicking of the ether, the fist-clenched punch
of the nothing that is. Rage wanes when nothing acts like nothing and
fails to punch back producing enormous ego-deflation that opens
onto the worst humiliation of all: punching in a phone number for a spouse,
sibling, friend or even grown child who will drive the non-patient
to the junk yard and try not to laugh, scowl, or scold.
© Charlie Brice 2020
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Ronan Quinn

Over the Sea
The bleep bleep, soft tones, holler I hear as I put my thumb nail to the keypad beneath
On the phone, the anticipation so pent up that greets the end of the soft, slight tones,
You answer the call with your familiar words, same as before, as usual, unsheath
The relief from inside me, let me sigh and breath, a chat with you not of old bones.
The long distance toll on the line, once a day used for free, an interruption in soft,
Delicate ways, the distance in physicality and savings in the frugality and all ideas,
Thoughts of wanting to see you and take your hand, see your face, on hold, aloft
The seas and land between us, the rides on trains, planes, buses will be a release
The cosmic silence erupting in my head, I bid my parting words and come in down
From the clouds, receiver in place, as usual the sense of smug satisfaction circles me,
Turgid feelings gone, lost, expectations anew and another call, gone is the frown,
The voice heard after a day, the next one, again my being and heart can feel free.
© Copyrighted 2020 by Ronan Quinn
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Judge Santiago Burdon

Two Dollar Talisman
I have never professed to know much, although what I do know,
is there's a distance between want and need, the road is plagued with rain that in time causes your
ambition to rust, and your ego to bleed, your hunger doesn't entitle you admission, to take part in the
soul feast, believing no one's pain is greater than your own, you've paid your dues now fate owes you,
but you've defaulted on the loan.
If ever your want becomes a desire, for someone other than the image reflected in a selfish mirror, then
you're damned to keep counting blessings, always coming up short, feeling cheated out of what was
never yours.
Still you ask why your prayers go unanswered, self-indulgent wishes are ignored, worshiping the two
dollar Talisman, bought at the thrift store, it has exhausted any cosmic goodwill it never had before,
turns out to be just another poor choice, as a last resort. if a line between right and wrong ever
existed, you snorted it long ago, and conscience you considered an encumbrance, was shed in liability's
shadow.
I've lived in the underbelly of an existence, the reward for addiction and a troubled mind,
been to places where Jesus was afraid to visit, acting on some drug's bad advice, I learned the less I
wanted, the more I understood what it is I need, it rains diamonds on Neptune, and there's blue sunsets
on Mars, but what do I know,
I'm just an imitation of me.
© Judge Santiago Burdon 2020
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Emmanuel Olaleye

DEPTHS OF PAIN (for my first love)
I look in your eyes,
And I forgot how to cry.
My tears hide from me and gaze from afar,
As your lens pierces my soul with secrets that swallows my depths.
And I am left with stagnant silence,
That breaks my jaw and scatter my thoughts.
I don't know how to cry.
You wept time and again,
As the door of your temple was shattered into fragments of broken vows.
How is it that pain always find joy to prey upon?
There are grades to sorrow,
A girl in travail will burn your ears with tales of pure fire from the depths of pain.
I will speak once of this sweet evil,
After which I will speak no more.
For in rape is an ape that scorns the heavens and teaches the earth to lose honour or find pain.
He is a beast!
One that should be sacrificed to the gods of the earth,
And sentenced at the gate of heaven to an eternity with pain.
I now know the valley
Where killing joy is a joy in itself,
And I wonder if I can ever understand this depths I am in the shadow of.
I look in your eyes,
And I still don't know how to cry.
Your visit at the depth of pain
And how you overcame,
Has taught me how to satisfy my sorrow
Without shedding a tear.
#El_Magnifico™
© Emmanuel Olaleye
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Donna McCabe

Two Faced
You show one side
But hide the other
Say one thing
But mean another
A shady persona
I can't quite understand
It breaks my heart
At your slight of hand
So many ups and downs
And runaround
You've drained my energy
Run me into the ground
You say you've changed
Like an old stuck record I hear
Another cycle of turmoil
Will no doubt come and go
Well no more of this turmoil
I can't take this no more
Your lying angelic face
Can just get right out my door
Don't look back or knock again
I have no more to say
I tried and done my best
Just go and be on your way
Donna McCabe ©
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Road Rage
Ripping up that open road
Going back to the days of old
Where the landscape
didn't know what concrete was
Where nature didn't have to conform
Or do as it's told
Where green savannas
And sandy deserts stretched endlessly
Untouched by the hand of man
For he is the harbinger of endless change
And untimely death upon this land.

Donna McCabe ©
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Jan Ferrierr

fit only for landfill...
...and suddenly
she
became the Lady of Shallot,
a knot
close to the heart of the singing spider’s web.
The flow and ebb
of visual currency
making it harder to see
truth and reality,
only illusion came through cracked prisms of light,
no sight
for sore and sorer eyes.
Disguise at its edges
in wedges
of broken glass.
Wait for the illusion to pass,
weaving on
alas,
and on and on
and so a once productive life is gone
into recession non biodegradable,
unable
to be reused,
fused
into something else
other than a blinding lady plaiting fog.
An epilogue
for a life once richly lived..
.

jan ferrierr

...
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Boxes Of Delights and Baskets Of Disappointments ...
A poet's life is boxes,
boxes and baskets
of delight and disappointment.
Soothing ointments
and sharp knives that have long lost their sheaths
live in these.
Beware the quick cut of paper on skin.
It too lies within.
Quick scribble,
embellished notes,
quotes,
lines and themes enough to choke
the world of litter-a-ture.
Unsure,
insecure,
we fill the baskets first,
the work in progress
and sometimes digress,
shooting off at a tangent into a box to find a fix, a suitable weave for between the staves
to stop the reed wave
that makes for unstable writing,
not quite the thing,
laid to rest with the rejects,
never to know the precious objects,
the pearls and rubies, all shimmer and shine.
Some of those are mine,
but, not many,
in magazines and radio slots and anthologies.
They pleased,
took pride of place on a shelf in plain sight
that they might flatter my ego.
"Did you write all these?"
and the shy half smile, you let go
with "yes"
Confess.
Confess to what lies in the boxes over there.
The grounded blue birds,
hopping hopelessly, never to fly.
The poet is haunted by their feet scrabbling in the night
when the house is settled and still:
grist for the writing mill
that grinds as long as there is wind to fill the fragile sails.
Holed by the fails,
they rattle
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as they battle
to produce fine flour.
The mobile phone marks the hour
when you have to call
another poet who will understand it all,
this driving for perfection,
the spur, after the rejections
and I have had many of those,
as we have all had.
That is "the breaking bad"
sad,
yet essential,
...no, but has potential...
Rage followed by calm acceptance.
Would that one day someone chose
to write about a poet and her boxes and her baskets of disappointments and delights.
Would that someone might
find something worthy of archive.
We poets thrive
on that dream.
The dawn bird is singing
and at the bottom of the last box there is always hope,
the skylark, winging
high
in clear blue sky.
For, Pandora released that too
and, for now, that will have to do.
©...jan ferrierr...2018
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Gothic Poetry
Allison Grayhurst

Communion
A snail is a slug with a shell,
is like a hand with only one thing to claim,
was like my thoughts that leapt out of a stream,
fell on land and could not get back.
Old life
like a spider caught in quicksand,
gone into the murky underground.
Worry was a cavity,
a reservoir endlessly re-filled,
scooping up a cup, resolving a problem,
as old problems grew larger to fill the space
or infant ones formed.
Leaving the dramatic spinning wheel,
mending the wounds of sacrifice.
How long before the thirst to satiate
is satiated, then becomes thirst again,
greater than the first longing?
Why is there heat everyday and never rain?
Is time just the planets rotating
like spherical untouchable gods, or
is it nonsense, divisions made
for small minds to draw imaginary
pathways through stark oblivion?
When I learned
Jesus walked with his arms open,
his hands empty, feeding, being fed,
then I arrived in God’s grace
as though I had always been there.
My past was relinquished,
incorporated like a candle flame
into a larger fire,
into the greatest summit.
© Allison Grayhurst 2020
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Temple
Expanding, raw and pulsing
like newborns that grow into
individuals of their own
from one source
of everlasting literature.
From a cave of damp demise or
from violent fires, stoning heroes, forging heroes,
never quite sure who the enemy is.
From a journey of fantastical obstacles,
no mistakes made to stop and graze
and settle for anything but home.
Others have felt this eternal wealth of inspiration,
drank at its well and spoke –
making more riches, forests where feet
can travel and be in awe.
And from those others, still more have come –
one line flowing from the beginning.
O Ilium and Ithaca!
The same stars spinning.
Our beautiful Earth rest in you devotion, cunning and courage.
Love matters, but these things
which are the actions born from love
matter more.
Your fire is bright, brighter than
your ancient sun, has rhythm, repetition,
has harvested a hymn, etched permanently
in the foliage of our collective souls –
strong shoulders, driftwood, the first breath-cry
poet-bard.
© Allison Grayhurst 2020
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Kantaroy

I Want To Tell You Scrolls
I want to tell you scrolls ;
a siren knocking floors, rocking
gaunt poured on blowing sporty
pokes
war fields returns breeding shooting
guns downpour, hallows punk
over floor;
death-blight( !)
Hovering over ecstatic blending mesmerized hits
hearts hoist vying:
And being screams lovingly
for all stilled springsteen's irksome hinged numb
O, hail! sirens nudg humming wings :

I want heath and let you knock
heading knicks over stacks;
flooding sands sensed blood
downtown there green looms,
culls aproofness irksome cooks
soiled golden prunes up
tongued twister ice mouthed
rumblings waves sumptuous
owned a missed bottleneck
arrivals akin(!)
and withered callous fussy green
and barking deploys goshen halloween
o, hail, siren please ,
blowing blondie brine :
I want them beats front Angel's meet
leaks the shocking sirens ;
raising cliff's rocks belly torn out sneak
crawley gins burns 'bout
madness mouthful, starry starks
falling foremost loud.
restless cuddled cumbersome ,
sullen opening bumps, hair silky
solemnly touching
weeping lips soaked impatience
grownlifeboat and rainbow inherits
hail,siren blowing wings:
I want, want to be letting you
knocks bruising dewey Hawks
kinetic waves collison whistles,
pulses plunged sprees on woester vowels needs
what rhyming words free
o'er midnight gliding Sea
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Hawks divinity
through splendor breeds boarder
perusal spin sounds
oh! a siren blowing on ----I want to be , let you , let you,
let you, on , on and on.
© kantaroy
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Shalini Garg

Sailing the Night
I can’t sleep,
someone ceaselessly screams
all night
in the backyard.
The cacophony wouldn’t stop
as if it has a license to break
into my home.
I’m afraid to get up,
I keep tossing and turning
under the black cover of darkness,
so that no one would notice
my numb perspiring hands.
Color flies out of me like
scared birds chased by a
hideous hunter.
It’s still night
when I protrude my head
out of the curtains,
the silver voyager consoles me
that he will have enough light
to ferry me across the
turbulence of nocturnal sea,
which keeps frothing and foaming
and the purple clouds rumbling
adding to the noise.
I feel the nauseating noise
penetrating deep
into my head,
I try hard but still won’t sleep.
So I request the luminous one
to anchor his vessel by my window
and take me away,
far away
from the noises.
He stretches his hand
out of his glittering robe
to get me onboard,
shield me from the
shadows of the roaring night
and all their abominable echoes.
The shadows’ mighty pull
keep dragging me toward
the dungeon where
only ghosts prowl
with electric bones and
scintillating teeth,
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but his celestial might
tears me away
from those shades.
We travel a long distance
to a shore of shiny sands
where glassy gardens
of amethyst bloom,
where balmy arms
of the sweeping breeze
fondle the waves
in sweet caresses.
He would
sing sonatas
in my ears
and hypnotize my hair
to undulate like dancing serpents.
We travel further
into the zone
where nothing exists,
where all lights
converge into
and emerge from,
where there’s
neither above
nor below,
just enormous
limitless space.
I feel like a feather,
lifted from his arms
floating there,
I feel the echo of my inner voice
in absolute silence
and come home
with my own light.
© Shalini Garg 2020
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Benjamin Nardolilli

One Hugs, the Other Doesn’t
I try to see the New York Times through her eyes,
a town full of secrets opening up in the pages,
it’s the world’s most powerful 2 in 1
with plenty of multiplayer games to boot
alert, she says, alert, Trump issued a summons,
it’s his last chance, the fundraising cutoff
It’s our strangest interview yet,
I try to get her interested in my story:
a local author’s electrifying mystery, will he
tell the final chapter chronologically,
or let it come though flashbacks as a recap
of the main character’s last ride before the ending?
Papers aside, we open up a screen and watch,
there’s a new trailer, it shows mountains,
she says it makes her think, we shouldn’t look
back at this year and ask, what if?
Meanwhile, I think of the great north,
and wish I were a tech worker, fleeing to Canada
© Benjamin Nardolilli 2020
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Name Resolution
Will I ever be one of the brands you love?
Will you sacrifice to get it,
to wear it, to show it off?
What will you do in order to attach me
to your shoulder, your hip, your feet?
Will you give up a meal? Or two?
Will you avoid travel, maybe even a wedding
for a friend you barely ever met?
Maybe you will just wait
until a holiday or a birthday or both for me
Or will you wait instead for a sale,
when everyone else has left my name behind
and the value has crashed?
Then will you come along, pick me up,
and show me off as your latest steal?
© Benjamin Nardolilli 2020
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Time Is Running Out to Save
Dan (no surname necessary) wants to end PACs,
good, go ahead, I’ll observe the massacre,
I’m worried about selling more books,
which is easy in part, because I’m selling none
right now as the hidden baron of Ditmas Park
Back in the live stream, there’s a civilizational
jihad against American culture,
at least according to a security expert
who wants me to donate to him for a breakfast,
I have to laugh even if he doesn’t hear me
What American culture? After all, it isn’t strong,
or worth saving from the romping hoards,
just look at what’s in the theaters,
or better yet, what books are on the shelves,
none of them are mine, the barbarians have won.
© Benjamin Nardolilli 2020
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Best Small Fictions
In a trance of melancholy for no apparent reason,
there’s a perfect way to see and I’m missing out
on seeing everyone’s connections,
earlier tonight, I tried to feel blessed, even though
I’m not the first female judge in the Middle East
You see, I can buy a couch, with a little financial
cushion left behind, then I remembered
the tulip bonanza, and the chance to have breakfast
with my senator and a leading security expert,
time is only measured in missed opportunities
Now I should stop, leave my still full inbox alone,
and consider these two offers I had to decline,
there was no connection between them, until
they came to me and I let them all go to waste,
in a way then, I gave them something in common
© Benjamin Nardolilli 2020
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The Builders and the Butchers
Watch me now, as I divide the world into the builders
and the butchers, a simple trick, as is any line
drawn between two camps that one declares
but my explanation is longer, the clarification more complex,
and the examples I find of each are titillating,
soon everyone will want to know if they are a builder
or a butcher and what company they keep,
see the pictures on page 234, all glossy, which one are you?
That part’s vital, no one will accept a tribe
until you tell them someone famous living or dead is in it,
they will defend the group then, but first
you still have to sell them the tests and the counseling,
since you’re the first one, you’ll start
on the ground floor, or what I call the killing floor,
because that’s where the division in vision
between all us builders and all you butchers begins.

© Benjamin Nardolilli 2020
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Patricia Walsh

Camaraderie
You accidentally forget
the attention you paid to me
in between different subjects
you were happy to oblige.
You walked me between lectures
debated between coffees
complacent in your affections
I took you as mine.
Pennies from heaven
change from bottles of orange
down payment on cups
of a tea unabated.
It's over now, you know
perfectly well.
A kiss on my home turf
renders me unstable.
Abnegated apologies
stoke your fire
hatred in its place
declares me exiled.
Nobody can claim
what your were to me
breaking pieces
of a history unhinged
© Patricia Walsh 2020
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Grand Parade
The sycamore trees
twinkle in the sunlight,
a gallery of variegation
on the street below.
Amplify the unmistakable sound
of motors and buses together
asking for ridicule
sheltering after a fashion.
Defunct coffee houses,
await some reincarnation
convenience running dry
expense sinking deep.
Taxis snake around the corner
dodging killer heels
like bullets, at most
charting danger at a calling.
Walking home, head down
called upon for change
by sad miscreants, I have none to offer
being divested by various bars.
The choir of longing
greets me outside
fighting to get to sleep
is a war well fought.
Sleeping through motion
of furniture upstairs
Discordant noises
Eat into peace.
© Patricia Walsh 2020
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Ticker Tape
Second hands carve up the hour
sightseeing becomes a lightful pursuit
punctuated on a map, confusion growing
ever nearer, directions run amiss.
Declaration of independence runs riot
biting fellow pupils to attract notice
passing love letters as a form of peace
Laughing off harassment as a crime.
The flashing advertisements ring apiece
useless as before, to the satisfied generation
gold hoards attempting to temp miscreants
sentimentality divests itself for money.
Nefarious bulletins line up on the wall
to be pitied on, a merciful read.
The voice of minions slip through pages
of esoteric lines, a token interest.
Weigh more, weigh less. A holy conundrum
bedecks my tummy with useless information
all I need to be beautiful
is subscribing to birdsong of circumstance.
Avoiding hassle where necessary.
Rain on my own parade where required
the clock cannot decipher the weather
try as it might, a window on the times.
© Patricia Walsh 2020
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Healthy Poison
May you never choke on your libations
Nor poison your chalice with distant looks.
Victory is yours through healthy distance
living well, best on offer, a great revenge.
Crying for help every time we went out
cross-comparisons with Ballymun pass muster
compassion fatigue comes on its own
walking while screaming, chastise the beast.
Pulling rank to notify the higher orders,
dragging witnesses on the phone to boot,
preserving enjoyment for remaining nights
of passion, drink and illicit kisses.
I divorce myself from fantasy, a reality sunk
in ancient buildings too close to call.
Swallowing meds in a hit and miss affair
an educated poison to straighten me out.
You've got everything now, even the romance.
Regaling endless stories of how to behave
lowering the legal limit for my persona
bibbing alcohol to your head's content.
Where now to? I've a right not to care
mutual distance suits us both fine.
A light never goes out, apparently
calling time on drinks, now, what's your poison?
© Patricia Walsh 2020
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Machine in the Ghost
I watch the advertisement, grinning past
On a myriad of vans passing me by.
Smaller versions on windows, static
My glasses don’t reach their glory.
Apathy rules just fine, outstaying welcome
Connections fail once money disappears.
Staying on top of my debts is insurmountable
Eating without talking is impossible.
A tawdry existence waits for my call,
Walking across streets without a care,
The plumped up cars with recent registrations
Measure distance to the one in front.
Sleeping car parks hem the parade
Free enterprise takes on the narrowed streets
Sample studios continues for anarchy
A thing of ugliness is a joy for the moment.
Perfunctory trees pace the footpath
Near –life experience in a broken street,
Seating with chewing gum, cheat the sitters
Weary with experience minimalist life.
Defunct coffee shops, functioning toilets
Just about, drug paraphernalia abounds
Seeking a life beyond advertisements
Zipping past, a worshipper of money.
© Patricia Walsh 2020

Patricia Walsh was born in the parish of Burnfort, Co Cork,and educated at
University College Cork, graduating with an MA in Archaeology. Her poetry has been
published in Stony Thursday; Southword; Narrator International; Third Point Press,
Revival Journal; Seventh Quarry; Hesterglock Press; The Quarryman; Unlikely Stories;
and Otherwise Engaged. She has already published a chapbook, titled Continuity
Errors in 2010, and a novel, The Quest for Lost Éire, in 2014. A further collection of
poetry, titled Outstanding Balance, is scheduled for publication in October of 2020.
She was the featured poet in the inaugural edition of Fishbowl Magazine, and is a
regular attendee at the O Bheal poetry night in Cork city.
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Michael Lee Johnson

Flower Girl (V2)
(Tears in Your Eyes)

Poems are hard to create
they live, then die, walk alone in tears,
resurrect in family mausoleums.
They walk with you alone in ghostly patterns,
memories they deliver feeling unexpectedly
through the open windows of strangers.
Silk roses lie in a potted bowl
memories seven days before Mother’s Day.
Soak those tears, patience is the poetry of love.
Plant your memories, your seeds, your passion,
once a year, maybe twice.
Jesus knows we all need more
then a vase filled with silk flowers,
poems on paper from a poet sacred,
the mystery, the love of a caretaker−
multicolored silk flowers in a basket
handed out by the flower girl.
© By Michael Lee Johnson 2020
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Silent Moonlight (V2)

Record, she’s a creeping spider.
Hurt love dangles net
from a silent moonlight hanger,
tortures this damaged heart
daggers twist in hints of the rising sun.
Silence snores. Sometimes she’s a bitch.
Sunlight scatters these shadows
across my bare feet in
this spotty rain.
Sometimes we rewind,
sometimes no recourse,
numbness, no feeling at all.
© By Michael Lee Johnson 2020
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July 4th, 2020, Itasca, Illinois (V4)
(At Hamilton Lakes)
Stone carved dreams for men
past and gone, freedom fighters
blow past wind and storms.
Patriotism scared, etched in the face of cave walls.
There are no cemeteries here for the old,
vacancies for the new.
Americans incubate chunks
of patriotism over the few centuries,
a calling into the wild, a yellow fork stabs me.
Today happiness is a holiday.
Rest in peace warriors, freedom fighters,
those who simply made a mistake.
I gaze out my window to Hamilton Lakes
half-drunk with sparkling wine,
seeing lightning strikes ends,
sparklers, buckets full of fire.
Light up the dark sky, firecrackers.
Filmmakers, old rock players, fume-filled skies,
butts of dragonflies.
Patriotism shakes, rocks, jerks
across my eye’s freedom locked
in chains, stone-carved dreams.
© By Michael Lee Johnson 2020
*This year, 2020, due to COVID-19 I watch fireworks off my condo balcony alone,
share darkness alone, share bangers in the open sky.
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Fall Thunder (V2)
There is power in the thunder tonight, kettledrums.
There is thunder in this power,
the powder blends white lightening
flour sifters in masks toss it around.
Rain plunges October night; dancers
crisscross night sky in white gowns.
Tumble, turning, swirl the night away, around,
leaves tape-record over, over, then, pound,
pound repeat falling to the ground.
Halloween falls to the children's
knees and imaginations.
Kettledrums.
© By Michael Lee Johnson 2020
Michael Lee Johnson lived 10 years in Canada during the Vietnam era and is a dual citizen of the United
States and Canada. Today he is a poet, freelance writer, amateur photographer, and small business
owner in Itasca, DuPage County, Illinois. Mr. Johnson published in more than 1072 new publications, his
poems have appeared in 39 countries, he edits, publishes 10 poetry sites. Michael Lee Johnson, has
been nominated for 2 Pushcart Prize awards poetry 2015/1 Best of the Net 2016/2 Best of the Net 2017,
2 Best of the Net 2018. 210 poetry videos are now on YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/user/poetrymanusa/videos. Editor-in-chief poetry anthology, Moonlight
Dreamers of Yellow Haze: http://www.amazon.com/dp/1530456762; editor-in-chief poetry anthology,
Dandelion in a Vase of Roses available here https://www.amazon.com/dp/1545352089. Editor-in-chief
Warriors with Wings: The Best in Contemporary Poetry, http://www.amazon.com/dp/1722130717.
https://www.amazon.com/Michael-Lee-Johnson/e/B0055HTMBQ%3Fref=dbs_a_mng_rwt_scns_share
https://www.lulu.com/shop/search.ep?keyWords=Michael+Lee+Johnson&type= Member Illinois State
Poetry Society: http://www.illinoispoets.org/
Do not forget to consider me for Best of the Net or Pushcart nomination!
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John C. Krieg

Grandma Rounds
She wasn’t my real grandmother nor
Would she consent to saying she was
But she had a poet’s bent, giving me
Some of the great lines of my life
When in the black creeping procession line
The Hearst carrying her husband’s body
Everything stopped, was cut across
By cars in a wedding party
Grandma Rounds sad, yet un-phased
Uttered the phrase: “Somebody’s getting married,
and somebody’s getting buried,” and looked
out the car window at her life passing her by
Grandma Rounds used a lot of the old words
Calling us, “Scallywags,” and “Carpetbaggers”
And she believed in a lot of the old sayings
Especially, “Spare the rod, and spoil the child.”
And, “Waste not; want not,” while canning
everything that was edible at harvest time
She did all the cooking for all of the grandchildren
And wannabe grandchildren, or anyone else
I knew in my heart that Grandma Rounds loved me
When a bully chased me up onto the front porch, and she
exploded out the front door with wooden spoon in hand
And a reputation to defend around these parts
She worked so hard sunup to sundown
That I don’t remember her ever sitting
to watch T.V. - “Fathers work from son
to son, but a woman’s work is never done.”
“Tell the truth, and shame the devil.”
“A penny saved is a penny earned.”
“Go to sleep the heart runs deep.”
And she would laugh and laugh and laugh
I was west doggedly chasing my career when
She died and was buried next to her husband
And I didn’t get to say goodbye, but I feel
That in her heart she knew I loved her
©Copyrighted John C. Krieg 2020
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American Snark
These things always come to me
In the shower early in the mornings
And they really screw up my un-busy schedule
So… uninterrupted by the un-ringing telephone
I have to stop at this keyboard, and get it all down
I will say what I have to say, even if nobody listens
Who really cares about a boomer?
Quickly fading to a geezer complaining that arthritis
in my hips and legs keeps me up some nights,
while other nights, it’s this tooth
The sins of aging are upon me
Oh, how I miss my youth
This is not about that
My youth is dead and buried
All that remains is for my body
to follow it into the grave, but before
I do, just like the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band:
“Now I’ve got something to say.”
I worry about the state of my country’s house
Look up America – the roof’s caving in
Look down America – the foundation’s cracking
Repairs are in order the only problem being:
With government it’s inefficiency, and
With private industry it’s always greed
So who’s going to do the job?
Forget private industry - the corporations
What could you have ever expected from them?
Corporations are supposed to have human-like qualities
Only they don’t have a beating heart and they never die
So, like it or not, that leaves government
For the people and by the people
Isn’t that what The Constitution (1787) says?
Reconfirmed by Abraham Lincoln
in the Gettysburg Address (1863).
So how did we get from that lofty ideal
to the wasteland of sloth we see today?
It bothers me that I can be so extraordinarily petty
And small, nit-picky, resentful, envious, and jealous
But I have no doubt that I am, and that’s in spades
My cousin/brother insisted that I buy and read
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Douglas W. Tallamy’s Nature’s Best Hope (2019)
And when I did I became extremely snarky
I had written way back in 2005 in Environmental
Cognizance: America in Environmental
Perspective that:
For all the big ideas of the new restorative environmental movement perhaps it will be these little
battles that will enable it to gain enough momentum to win the war. This could be the one small thing I
was talking about in the preface. Wouldn’t it be ironic if the battle of the American environmental
movement was won by taking the country back one yard at a time (p. 126)?
This was all in support of the National Wildlife
Federation’s program to encourage homeowners
to get their backyards certified as Wildlife Friendly.
I’ve bitched and pissed and moaned that my lack
of success was biblical – that good old a prophet
is never recognized in his homeland routine
And get over yourselves’ Washington State because
I was writing about human composting in 2006 in:
Mobilizing the Green Revolution; not in 2019
And what really breaks my heart was early 2005’s
Environmental Cognizance: Towards the Year 2020
never got its due, especially when calling for a
prophet to lead us out of this environmental mess, and
now the prophet is upon us, and she’s not recognized in
her homeland either; and we’re 15 years down the road
Mr. Tallamy’s book is well-written, and he has been
dedicated to the cause
his entire life, and he does give
credit to Dr. Edward O. Wilson, who could well have
been his generation’s prophet not recognized in his
homeland, because if he was, we may not be
teetering on the brink the way we are now
Mr. Tallamy’s call for a Homegrown National Park
Makes perfect sense, because if American’s want the
job done, they will have to do it themselves’
He is more intelligent and dedicated than I ever was
And he hasn’t given up, and I have to admit that I did
He’s ringing the rallying cry, and I can get behind it

But I will admit that, it hurts, but even I now realize
That just because I had some good ideas doesn’t mean
that a million others weren’t on to the same things
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Everybody can’t write a book, or get a book published
So I self-published my “Environmental Trilogy” which
is the mortal sin of the conventional publishing industry
Furthermore, I had no idea how to market and distribute
the 3,000 copies that now sit in a closet gathering dust
I wasn’t a PhD, or a prophet, or necessarily a good writer
But I felt I had a message that I wanted to get out
But untrained, unrecognized, undecorated, and unrealistic
I am now a camp follower of the environmental movement
I will tell you this, time I running out, as AOC and others
warn us that we only have ten years, while I felt 15 years ago
that 15 years was more than enough time, and nothing happened
So I have no doubt that this 10 year warning will go unheeded
Or just be given lip service and half measures so here’s some
more America Snark: What will it take - the end of the world?
Because, believe me, it is upon us, as the Mad King guts
the Environmental Protection Agency, and California is
burning, and there is now this Coronavirus pandemic, which
is a wakeup call, but also a distraction, because the real pandemic
is climate change, invasive species, over harvesting, pollution,
and just too goddamned many of us on this planet.
If we approached these environmental calamities as urgently
as we are approaching Coronavirus, mankind of the future
might have a shot, but after the panic, the bodies are counted,
the funeral services, and the devastation is comprehended
My biggest fear is that we will go back to who we have always
been, no wiser for the lesson; just grateful for the reprieve
So good luck to all you successful environmental writers
And I mean that from the bottom of my heart - I hope and pray
that today’s prophet will get her due, and the Green New Deal
will save America. And if anyone doesn’t have the money to buy all
those new books, if you care to make the drive to Anza, CA, I’ll give
you all my old ones - still believing that I have something to say.
©Copyrighted John C. Krieg 2020
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No Flowers for Your Grave
I’m sorry; I have no flowers for your grave
Our relationship wasn’t of the flowering sort
Prickly as a cactus, maybe
The type that only flower in the dark
Everything I am is in your shadow
I’ll grant you this - I never helped my cause
I confused guidance with dominance
I oftentimes saw any act of tenderness as weakness
You often told me: “You’re your own worst enemy.”
You did all the things a man was supposed to do
You housed, clothed, and fed me; something
my dead father, and alcoholic mother never did
She left me to the streets, the perverts, the wolves
You saved me from all of that, but
I didn’t warm up to you, I couldn’t bring myself
to call you, “Dad” like you wanted me to, because
like him or not, I knew who my father was, and
that created the rift, the divide, the chasm between us
There was an ugliness about you
That I could never match
Brought about by the depression,
life’s hardships, your father, your daemons
A nastiness that made me shudder, and
feel cowardly, small, afraid
I hated being put in that place
And whenever you put me there
I hated you
We were fishing for Crappie at Chautauqua Lake
In the warm spring water when they run
I left my peanut butter and jelly sandwich
on the bow seat of our humble rowboat
Lifting dripping caught fish over it for hours
You warned me that I would have to eat that sandwich
But I didn’t think you would make me do it
On account of the fish drippings and all, and
when you did, with each bite, I hated you more
You warned me that somebody would steal
my blue canoe, if I wasn’t more careful
The one I had sanded, and stained, and painted
And lifted with young muscles into the Allegheny
I didn’t listen, of course, I never listened
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And then my blue canoe was stolen
And you seemed to take special pleasure
in telling me, “I told you so.”
And I was madder at you than at the thieves
The Allegheny River was the watery strand that
connected our lives. I was just learning about it
While you knew its secrets well, and when the
howling of our hounds interrupted our dinner
the firemen standing on her banks told us:
“There’s a kid in the river.” We got the rowboat, and
you knew exactly where to find him - drowned
In silence you stoically walked back into our home while I
followed behind trying to fill in those enormous footprints
You warned me to stop shooting
the treed raccoons in the head
Causing their tails to wildly circle around before
they slid straight down the tree trunk dead, but
I hated to see the hounds and them fight
When you live off the land sometimes the
blood thirst is the right thing to encourage
But we lived in a comfortable house, and
I was soft to the ways of the wild
We were breaking some young hounds off of fox
Laying a trail with live fox urine we had over wet
summer ground, the rain still clinging to the grasses
When poor little Sally’s shock collar went off and wouldn’t
stop shocking her; she was howling in agony, and I ran
to get to her, shocking myself as I tugged that awful collar off
I hugged her and comforted her and carried her back
You looked at us both with distain knowing
that neither of us would ever be a hunter again
You brought me money at the high school dance
And I was ashamed of myself for being ashamed of you
My face became redder than a ripe tomato
An act of kindness blinded by teenage confusion
All you wanted was to help me, and all I
wanted was for no one to see that I needed help
That I had my own money and didn’t need yours’
Pride that couldn’t abide the reality of my life
I was nothing without you - you controlled me

You only came to one of my football games
I don’t hold that against you, because
Where was the excitement in watching a
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140 pound middle linebacker sitting on the bench?
I was always the runt in your family
The near midget in the land of giants
Desperately trying to prove myself
Lots of hustle - lots of aggression
With very little to back it up with
One summer night while with friends at Cuba Lake
I couldn’t bring myself to call home to
ask for permission to stay there overnight
Because I knew that you would never let me
But there were looser older woman at a shoreline bar
With neither asking questions concerning our ages
The next morning I slunk home in grave trepidation
You greeted me at the door shaking your head, and
saying, “What am I going to do with you Christopher?”
You warned me that I was on my own
If the cops stopped me on my motorcycle
With just my permit and no license
The cops sometimes gave chase but never caught me
My very own Poncho and Lefty scenario, and I never
bothered to get my driver’s license for bike or car
And hitched hiked through my first two college years
When I finally had to get that license to head west
You helped me buy my first car
When the narcs busted me at Cobleskill for selling
daemon marijuana, I used my one call to call you, and
you told me I certainly knew better, and hung up on me
I was alone in a county cell for six days before you finally
threw my bail, and I made it back to school for finals
This event left the scarlet letter upon me, and I worked
that summer on Long Island while you had to
dig out from the flood wreckage of Hurricane Agnes
We both had our personal miseries to deal with
Senior year, you were disappointed in me when I drove
across America in the dead of winter; chancing the snow
swept plains of North Dakota, and the icy frigid east
Risking life and limb in that car to get back to the girl
That I had fallen in love with that past summer
She was all I could think about - I was obsessed with her
And when it was apparent that she had decided to dump me
You took as much pleasure in that as you did with the canoe
I was older now, I didn’t hate you, I merely tolerated you
Picking up a quick rebound girlfriend, I went out with her
New Year’s Eve, and in an ice storm, a drunk driver pulled
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out in front of me smashing into my front end, and
I got out ready to duke it out when he shouted, “How do you
think either of us will fare in a sobriety test? You drive,
and I’ll drive.” It didn’t matter that he was at fault, I was
caught in a web of misfortune that could easily get worse
The next day you just shook your head in obvious disgust
while helping me pound that fender out
Out of college, working in dreary overcast Buffalo, I was
following in the footsteps of my parents and pounding
whiskey while lamenting my shitty station in life - that girl
had dumped me again, and I had quit my job, and the car was
towed away as junk. I stopped drinking a bit, and moved back in.
At age 25, I considered myself the world’s biggest loser.
I got a dead end job with a state planning agency and treaded
water before deciding to head out to Phoenix. As I was leaving,
you came out to my new car and handed me the Serenity Prayer
Phoenix had five months’ worth of 100 degree days; but
that town was cold as ice to me. It was a city, a job, an
existence, but I wasn’t really sure that I was living
It took me five years to get back home, the good news
being that I now considered your house, that you had built
with your bare hands after coming home intact from the
War in the Pacific, and which you had to rebuild with
your bare hands after being ravaged by Hurricane Agnes, as
my home; and I began to see you in a much different light
I finally stopped drinking cold turkey, even though I was
white knuckling it through life, and having no idea why
A psychologist couldn’t believe that I could not remember
anything about the first five years of my life and stated that
I was probably suffering from trauma (yeah think?), and I
thought of you realizing that you weren’t the one who had
caused that damage, and that neither of us really comprehended
just how deep or wide it ran, but it was erosive to our relationship
And it was time I built a dam dividing the past from the present
You came to my wedding in Phoenix, which was a strange one
There was no bar in the church’s recreation hall; no alcohol at all
Because my new wife was supposedly a recovering raging
alcoholic, a supposedly recovering cocaine addict, a supposedly
evolving human being; but in reality was a walking vortex of need
And I sensed that you knew that I had made a huge mistake
But at age 39 I was desperate to get on with my life, and unable to
find a whole soul mate, I settled for one who needed a little work
The Transcendental Railroad was less work, and it ended a fiasco
Then the years just piled up like a hideous multiple car wreck
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with repossessions, foreclosures, bankruptcies, busts, and delusional
stepchildren who hated my guts, and I saw you in another light
As someone who was slow and steady and reliable, as opposed
to my streaking like a comet across an apocalyptic sky
Living a life rife with near misses and narrow escapes. I actually
used as a subtitle to one of my ill-fated books of poetry:
The Perilous Life of a Reckless Artist - that, and then some, and
I can assure you: an artist’s life is never as glamorous as it seems
Everything I dished out to you, was doubly dished back to me
My drug addicted stepchildren have dumped their kids on me
And now, seeing both sides of the coin as never a “real” father
and never a “real” son, I am at peace with life’s conundrums
I can now readily see that we were just two separate people
Feeling and finding our way through the mysteries of life
Wanting to do the best for those thrust upon us
Whether they appreciated it or not, and it occurs to me now
That you were always all about doing the right thing
I’m sorry; I have no flowers for your grave
Our relationship wasn’t of the flowering sort
But I have a blue canoe, a motorcycle, and a beat up
first car for you to use in the afterlife if you’d like
I’ll throw your bail if you’re stuck in purgatory
Flowers wither and die and get tossed away, while
what you were to me is with me every day, but
I’m sorry; I have no flowers for your grave, however
I’m no longer afraid to say that I love you - too late
©Copyrighted John C. Krieg 2020
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Two-bit Criminals
These guys were two-bit criminals
Without the discernment necessary
To avoid attention while racing down the freeway
At 20 miles per hour over the limit while recklessly
Zigzagging through traffic while
They were talking on their cell phones
Without their seat belts on
I slunk down further on the passenger side
of the truck fully expecting law enforcement
To reel us in at any moment, but
These guys seemed as if they could care less
Two-bit criminals always seem to slide by
While I get tickets for jay walking, and
Penalties for being late with my mortgage payment
We were heading toward a small working class town
Where the citizens struggled to keep their heads above water
And many were involved in the marijuana trade in order
To keep a roof over their heads and their kids fed
With shoes on their feet and new cloths on their back
But two-bit criminals don’t care about that
They just want to get rich quick
Heading to Freak’s crib; my old friend
To check out his clones:
Blue Dream, Wedding Cake, and OG
Jack the Ripper, Headband, and GDP
As well as a host of his recent hybrids
Freak was lost in the sixty’s, he was
The last of the true heads
I gave him the bro’ hug
My partners simply nodded their heads
Freak’s forehead had a perpetual gaping sore
From banging it on the clone room lights
An occupational hazard that occurs late at night
We made our selections, and went
into his office to settle accounts
Posters of Jimi and Janis papered the walls
While the Rolling Stone’s “Heart of Stone”
Was playing in the background
Ashtrays filled with roaches abounded
Beer bottles were haphazardly strewn about
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And a lighted neon peace symbol
Was propped up in his only window
None of this mattered to the two-bit criminals
We needed to split/vamoose/book/jet
Get out of there and get on the road
Get these clones potted, and then get another load
Push, push, push, and then push even harder
The single purpose driven by a real sense of purpose
The outlaw’s life is not as glamorous as it seems
I suppose at this juncture you might be wondering
just how an old-school grower such as myself has
come to be mixed up with these two-bit criminals?
Well… that’s a long and convoluted story
But, the abridged version is I’m now too old to do
everything myself and in needing assistance I had to choose
between the corporate douche-bags and the outlaws
Government chooses to interface with businesses
that are in their own image and likeness
A corporate mentality attracts another corporate mentality
Douche-bags of a feather flock together
And when California rolled out its legal cannabis policies
It was readily apparent that the old-school growers
Had been much better off when pot was illegal
But I voted for legalization, anyway
Because I had bitched my entire adult life
About the unfairness of it all, and
Now the situation is more unfair than it ever was
I had to join forces with someone in order to survive
And besides, the corporations would never accept me
Leaving me to throw in with these two-bit criminals
The thing I like the least about the two-bit criminals
Is that they will do anything to get a crop to harvest
Very little of it good for the environment, and
Some of it not so good for the end smokers
So I had to lay down some ground rules
Before allowing them to grow on my land, knowing
That two-bit criminals are not big on rules
Spring was coming
The days grew longer
The soil warmed
The potted clones
Wanted the earth
My blood was pumping hard
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It was time
Captain Ron is a little excitable due to mortar fire
landing too close to home during Desert Storm
He doesn’t hear so good and he talks too loud
But he is a wiz grower, kind of like
Tommy the Who’s pinball wizard of yesteryear
Just get the Captain’s feet on your ground, and
The land speaks its own secret language to him
Most of the guys at the hydro stores think that
they know it all, but here’s what I know:
They don’t know shit, and
will say anything to make a sale
They might know what they have in stock, but
They don’t know a goddamned thing
about growing marijuana
Put up a greenhouse in this county, and
they’ll tear it down the next day
You have to grow outside, and
do as they say - and pay - always pay
For their backroom permits and hidden fees
That stick to your flesh like blood sucking flees
And you have to pay - always pay - paypaypay
Sun grown marijuana can truly be stellar weed
But it’s a tough slog to bring it to harvest
It’s the growers against the elements
It’s the growers against the poor soil
It’s the growers against the insects
The growers against the vermin, the worst
amongst them walking on two legs
That stupid fucking helicopter is at it again
Hovering overhead like an angry hornet
Makes me wish for a RPG (not really)
At times like this I try to remember that
These are sons, brothers, husbands and fathers
These are daughters, sisters, wives, and mothers
And my freedom is just a game to them
Finally fall arrives, and
the dog days of summer are over
Time to finish what we started
Get it in
Get it trimmed
Get it sold
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Get ready for next year
How much of a fucking lowlife loser does
someone have to be to be a ripper?
To steal from the sweat of another man’s brow
To slink about like the rat in Rikki-tikki-tivi
Living a life that is always a lie
Always afraid of the bullet or knife
destined to land in their back - good riddance
The buyers are the worst of the worst, at least
amongst those who won’t rob you outright
But they’ll take every advantage that they can
They’ll intimidate you where they can if you let them
They’ll bluff about market conditions if you’re naive
They’ll cajole you before offering rock bottom dollar
They’ll bitch until you just give in to get rid of them
Fucking Yolanda is smoking hot and cold as ice
Jaws in a miniskirt and lace-up thigh highs
Pushing that pushup bra into your face
And robbing you blind while you stare in place
It’s all about the weight, and the strain’s reputation
She could care less about how it was grown
Pot is pot - that’s all she or we need to know
Magic Jack has been at this a long time
He’s seen it all and knows every trick in the book
But he lives by the old outlaw code
(Before the arrival of the two-bit criminals)
That being that true outlaws don’t fuck
other outlaws under any circumstances at all
Those days are mostly gone now; dead and buried
None of this matters to the two-bit criminals
They live crop to crop any way that they can
They live to chop them off at the ground
Move on to the next day, on to the next town
Do what you have to do to get another crop
in the ground; soon to be followed by
getting it out of the ground and into a bag
The two-but criminals are well aware
Of the first business law of growing:
Have a connection; without a connection
nothing happens - all is for naught
Better not to ask about their connections
That I’ll never know and don’t want to meet
I know this: the weed is safe, I won’t
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have to answer to my Lord for anyone’s fate
The two-bit criminals deliver my end, as promised
Maybe they will grow into the old outlaw code
Maybe not - they’re still reckless and carefree
A fun way to live, but perhaps not for long
Their hot new vehicles inspire envy
Among the snitches and the cops, but
Somehow they persist and look forward to next year
Winter is here, and the ground is cold
It and I need a rest, a deep abiding slumber
I put in an order to Freak; a significant number
You can count on the true heads to come through
The Super Bowl comes, and next week
The two-bit criminals and I will pick up the clones
Everything is getting ready to begin anew
None of this matters to the two-bit criminals
They have been doing this all their lives
Taught by their fathers and their uncles
All the seasons run together - become a blur
One day it’s this way, the next day it’s that way
Go with the flow always comes down to grow
They take it any way it comes
Between the rippers, the cops, and the buyers
I’ve had enough to last me a lifetime
Between the dispensaries, and the hydro stores
I see a clean professional image at times
That is not backed up by any real knowledge
So I cast my lot with the two-bit criminals, because
They don’t pretend to be anything but what they are
©Copyrighted John C. Krieg 2020
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Somewhere Warm
The Santa Ana winds blew fiercely this morning
I didn’t want to leave my house
To walk the dogs
To go across the courtyard for a cup of coffee
Finally, I trudged over to Nancy’s house
To help get the grandkids off to school
To wash a sink full of dishes
To simply feel useful and wanted
As usual, she said,
“Let’s move to somewhere warm.”
Oh yeah…wouldn’t that be nice
As if we could actually afford it
The fact is, this place is usually warm
Blistering hot, in fact, during the summers
Comfortable during the spring and fall months
We have it better than most other people
The wind driven cold makes my fingers brittle
Makes my nose run and my ears burn
My sunglasses keep the sand from scratching my eyes
As I walk the dogs and feed the chickens
Then I go back into Nancy’s house
To warm my hands against my second cup of coffee
To discuss how we’ll put off the bills
And talk about moving to somewhere warm
©Copyrighted John C. Krieg 2020
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John C. Krieg is a retired landscape architect and land planner who formerly practiced in
Arizona, California, and Nevada. He is also retired as an International Society of Arboriculture
(ISA) certified arborist and currently holds seven active categories of California state contracting
licenses, including the highest category of Class A General Engineering. He has written a college
textbook entitled Desert Landscape Architecture (1999, CRC Press). John has had pieces
published in A Gathering of the Tribes, Alternating Current, Blue Mountain Review, Cacti Fur,
Clark Street Review, Conceit, Homestead Review, Indolent Books, Inlandia, Last Leaves, Line
Rider Press, LOL Comedy, Lucky Jefferson, Magazine of History and Fiction, Oddball Magazine,
Palm Springs Life, Pandemonium, Pegasus, Pen and Pendulum, Saint Ann’s Review, Squawk
Back, The Book Smuggler’s Den, The Courtship of Winds, The Mindful Word, The Scriblerus, The
Writing Disorder, True Chili, Twist & Twain, and Wilderness House Literary Review. In
conjunction with filmmaker/photographer Charles Sappington, Mr. Krieg has completed a twopart documentary film entitled Landscape Architecture: The Next Generation (2010). In some
underground circles John is considered a master grower of marijuana and holds as a lifelong
goal the desire to see marijuana federally legalized. Nothing else will do. To that end he has two
books coming out this year being published by Ribbonwood Press entitled: Marijuana Tales and
More Marijuana Tales.
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Charlie Brice

Naked Athene
Sprung spontaneously from the side
of Zeus’s head, Athene was always
a pain in the old man’s neck,
and now, out of the choking mist
of tear gas and pepper spray in Portland,
Athene sits on the cool asphalt
of a city wretched and weary and
spreads wide her unclothed limbs
in front of government goons
come to ferry freedom across the river
of forgetfulness. They are stunned,
these camouflaged cowards
with their automatic weapons, their
pitiful pintles posed now at attention,
as if Athene’s lovely body of peace
blew for them a lusty/loving reveille,
an anthem that awakens civility
in even the most brutish of bullies.
© Charlie Brice 2020
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The Impossible Profession
A friend’s therapist tells him that he shouldn’t get married
unless he’s ready to be alone. Oh the damage my
good-intentioned former profession has done.

If you’re ready be alone,
be alone.
If you’re ready to get married,
find someone with whom you want
to travel this dusty road,
a thou who will transform your I
from an ephemeral ego into a vision
of the other person.
Find someone who is your Everest, your Grand Canyon,
your Milky Way.

How much does the earth weigh?
What a silly question. It floats
out in space like the rest of us. Still,
scientists claim it weighs 1.3 X 10²⁵ pounds or
13,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 pounds!

Should we put earth on a diet?
Shrink it to a more manageable size?
Or should we leave it alone? Let earth be earth?
“What is, is, and what is not, is not,” proclaimed Parmenides,
which gets me back to my friend’s therapist:
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He must see the earth as a huge, swirling, bulbous, graveyard
where, as Jim Morison wrote, “no one here gets out alive,”
and Jim should have known since he died from his excesses at 27.
Still, to use a term from my psychoanalyst past: to prepare
for death on your wedding day is a bit counter-phobic.

You can see the earth as a huge dirt-clod that explodes against the wall of time,

or you can view the earth as a world—a nexus of possibilities
that allows a seedpod planted in the soul of the cosmos
to blossom into a relationship, into the one that makes two possible.
© Charlie Brice 2020
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What He Wants
To hear the boots slapping the pavement
all at once,
see the robotic motions of military hips,
the stiff-armed salute,
heads turned toward the leader,
exhaust-fume parade of tanks,
silent ICBMs, their phallic casements
a “great” death delivery system
measured by thrust.
This is what he wants, what he thinks is power.
What we want is a sunny day,
a place to talk with a friend,
the smell of day lilies and peonies
in the back yard,
the end of open season on our black brothers and sisters,
the rights in the constitution we’re supposed to have
and he’s supposed to protect.
Power is an ephemeral creation—
tentative and temporary;
just ask Mussolini and his girlfriend who,
had it not been for the bullet holes,
looked like they were auditioning trapeze artists
for The Greatest Show on Earth.
© Charlie Brice 2020
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Ngozi Olivia Osuoha
LIGHT
Dear light
Please come, we need you
Light of peace
Peaceful light,
We want you now.
Kindness, purity
Descend on us
Sacredness, light of love
Come, dwell among us.
Unity, oneness
Never depart
Live amidst the land
Let the world be totally free.
Land of our fathers
Grant us justice, peace and love
Let the earth hearken to God,
Now and forever.
© Ngozi Olivia Osuoha 2020

Ngozi Olivia Osuoha is a Nigerian poet, writer, thinker, hymnist, an
award winning anthologist. She has authored nineteen poetry books.
She has been nominated for the Pushcart and Best of the net
awards. She has numerous words on marbles, some of her poems
have been translated and published into Spanish, Polish, Arabic,
Khloe, Farsi, Romanian, Russian and other languages.
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COVID 19
(Happy World Day Of Poetry)
Tell every kid
There's something to rid
It is vivid
Though not lucid,
As we beseech God to forbid.
Even king David
And all he did
The ones he hid,
Are in the mid
So be not stupid.
The corona
That came from China,
Spreading from Asia
Hitting America
Going Australia
Entering Africa
Affecting Martina
And Fatima,
Touching Europe.
This virus
Is very dangerous
And more than cancerous,
No matter your locus
And your focus,
It can affect your status
So be neither porous
Nor poisonous.
This mighty scourge
Gives no one courage,
Rather the epidemic
Is turning pandemic,
Stay home
Even in Rome,
Deaths, priests
No more feasts.
Wash your hands
Safeguard your lands,
No more Valentine
Rather, quarantine.
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Schools shutting down
Public places, drown
Shortages, scarcities
Fears, gears
Panics instead of picnics.
© Ngozi Olivia Osuoha 2020
Dedicated to Covid 19 victims, patients, and all the health workers around the world.
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POLITICS
A masquerade of ugly traits
Chasing citizens of ordinary values,
A parade of dirty linens
Messing up the environment,
Heaps of confusion
Troubling the land.
Politics, the pillar of karma
Canonizing, canalizing, cabalistic too
Beams of fetish columns
Streams of radiation
Rays of fraudulent hopes.
Politics, dirty, stinking, inhumane
Bearing stamps of hardship
Bits and bits of flesh
Pounding bones and skulls,
Severing skeletons and frames.
Politics of jungles
Lions roaring and devouring
Careless, carefree, mean, heartless, wicked
Shameless, mannerless, cultureless
Greed, selfishness, pride, hate, bigotry
Lust, lies, dishonesty, distrust, ungodliness.
Charades of barbarism
Champions of war,
Insights and instigations of hate
Waywardness and total crackdown
Complete control, complexity
Power tussle, puzzle of mystery.
© Ngozi Olivia Osuoha 2020
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RELIGION
Wondrous game of high magnitude
Amazing draft of concrete confusion
Bewilderment of wonderment,
Overhauling the human race.
See, religion is speeding
On a flight of light
Advancing in amazement
Chasing humanity far away.
Religion, religiosity
Bondage of unfathomable force
Grip of incomprehensible might
Tunnel of abysmal depth.
Blind, blinded, blindfold, blindfolded
Dark light of darkness
Thick clouds of poisonous smoke,
Choking the world.
© Ngozi Olivia Osuoha 2020
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WAR
Business of few
Gain of a handful
Maze of complicated plan,
Trade by barter.
Weapons and ammunitions
Experiments and launchings
Technical lies and diplomatic deceits
Political competitions and religious manoeuvres.
Wars, warring women and children
Wars, killing soldiers
Wars, destroying nations
Wars, wiping generations
Wars, feeding the rich.
The subterfuge, the camouflage, the sabotage
Green snake on a green grass
Red carpets, green chambers, white houses
Pinnacles and miracles,
Diamond heads, golden chests, silver knights
Gems of rareness, fleets of blue blood
Diminishing the unborn.
Global warming
Climate change
Wearing out men,
Changing women
Bruising children
Burning mankind.

© Ngozi Olivia Osuoha 2020
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Emmanuel Olaleye

BENEATH THE SHADE AND BACKWARDS
how often do you see?
how often are you beguiled?
for certain wreck tangles are hidden in the circle of words.
there are sounds that brings a world to life,
where words shows us how to Ward off Evil
and livE where we can safely draW breath.
while many words has made many men learn to hold their peace,
Time ticks and eventually emiT the steams of a Mad rage
caged in a daM and tamed to be wrongly calm.
are not our lips true?
for they are a Loop whole enough to expose the secrets
hidden in the pooL of the heart.
and you can view the future
where the shades are Deep and the hues are War.
how have you peeD your pants and lived in the raW,
when pure lips has spilled the wrecks and brought the future fire to your present pyre
that you may burn them Now and be at ease,
with the understanding that you have woN
even before the war begins.
how often do you really see?
how often are you easily beguiled?
for certain wreck tangles are hidden in the circle of words.
if you look closely beneath the shades and backwards,
you'd see how a Wolf floW and a Loot tooL can be scattered
within the lines you thought you read.
#El_Magnifico™
© Emmanuel Olaleye
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Donna McCabe

Nature's Rage
Temper tantrums
Heavy and violent
Unique and beautiful
Natures show of events
Dramatic and awe inspiring
Electrical sparks in the sky
Roaring and bellowing upon high
An amazing magical event
never to be missed
Despite the dangers
Loving the chemistry
Interacting above
Generating power galore
Highlighting the sky with light
Threatening those below
Energetic in its power
Natural in its events
Intriguing and mysterious
Never missing a roll or a clap
Glorious performance on the move.
Donna McCabe ©
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Bridging The Gap
A connections been lost
Between you and I
Once so close
A true ally
When did this happen
What went wrong
You were the tune
To our special song
The distance has widened
How can we close this gap
I don't want to lose you
I need you back
Can you work with me
To get back what we had
I can't take this much longer
I feel so sad.
Donna McCabe ©
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Expressions
A bank of knowledge
A treasure trove of words
The mind spills forth ink
Before now not seen or heard
Imagination in flight
Wanting to express what it sees
Sometimes it's overwhelming
Bringing one to their knees
Overpowering emotions
Bizarre occasions or events
It's the most powerful of tools
When one feels a need to vent
Expressions come in many guises and forms
Be it stuffy, strained and constricted
Or fluffy, outlandish and not the norm.

Donna McCabe ©
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Guardian Angel
She was all mystical beauty and ancient charm
She had a soul so deep it could do no harm
She was as old as time
But as young as today
Sent to protect,honour and obey
To guide good souls along life's path
Help them stay steady
Help them through the wrath
A guardian, a saviour, an angel of mercy
Continuing her mission
Despite all the heresy.

Donna McCabe ©
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Romance
Meg Smith

Hyacinth Awakens
Dawn rises with the call
of red and blue macaws.
From the rail,
they preen their feathers.
Was this the dream
to which you spoke,
and now, walking,
gripping a cane,
amid the silence -like leaves, fragments,
everything -- fallen.
The purple sun,
their only cover.
The flock is calling,
singing the refrain,
of no greater love.
© Meg Smith 2020
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Dark/ Horror Poetry
Allison Grayhurst

Dying, an echo
Hardship harder than
the unprotected inferno I fell into
that has sealed above.
No courage will raise me out
of its burning cavity,
its lava-ruin grief pressing down
like a great wave of heavy water.
All that’s mortal in me is sick, subjected
to this bright and furious master.
All that is immortal in me has gone silent,
its sails clipped, its joy orphaned and emptied.
What happened?
How did this take me, pull me
into its unbearable heat so fast, so frozen,
draining my life-force with its hot poison,
leaving me no option of flight?
How did I become an exile of all I held sacred,
hardly walking up the stairs,
every breath a banishment from life,
every resting position, a pressure on my chest
like an anvil coming down, down
and staying its weight, concave?
What do I see? Nothing. Value
has turned to ash.
Love holds my hand but cannot release me
from this hell.
I wake up and prayers have failed me,
all my understanding has crumbled
like wafer chips of dried-out clay eagle broken, sliced up on a sharp rock.
© Allison Grayhurst 2020
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Flash Fiction / Short Stories
Doug Hawley

Licorice (pronounced lickerish)
I had been working in the University of the Filipinas anthropology department for
several years, when I got the break of my career. I was awarded a decent sized grant to
study of the elusive Chupa people in the mountains of Luzon. People surrounding the
tribe generally avoided them because of their reputation for aggressive and odd
behavior. According the various legends, the Chupas attempted to suck any exposed
flesh on those that they encountered.
My first challenge was to learn how to communicate. Their lingua franca was based on
Spanish with a lot of words and phrases from other languages. The Chupas were not
exactly unknown, but much about them was a mystery. As an ex-pat American, I hoped
to get by with Spanglish and a little cramming.
My second challenge was to visit them. Again, I had good luck. Other than their
reputed sucking behavior, they had the reputation as being quite peaceful.
For a few thousand Filipinas Pesos, not much in American dollars, I was able to get a
guide as far as a path into their territory. That left just a few miles into their territory for
me to go alone. When I arrived, many of the Chupas were waiting to greet me. Their
appearance was quite surprising. Superficially, they resembled the people of South East
Asia with olive skin, mostly dark straight hair and sparse body hair. They differed in that
they had a sprinkling of blond or auburn hair, some of which was wavy. Perhaps their
most striking feature was what appeared to be erythermas and hematomas (or hickeys
as they are known) in various places about their bodies.
I was surprised to see a group of them waiting expectantly for me. It seems that I had
been spotted along the trail, or someone had told them that I would be coming. They
smiled and shouted “Hola” to me, and all I could think of was to respond in kind.
After some attempts at communication given my weak Spanish knowledge, the
assembled natives decided to appoint a woman named Ann to guide me. I was amazed
that Ann was so proficient in American English. She told me that she had spent quite a
bit of time with an earlier traveler from the US, Duke Hanley. They had not only learned
each other’s language, but he had left her tapes and books in English. Clearly, I would
not be the first American to learn Chupa culture, but I could still be the first to document
it. Ann told me that her friend traveled the world and kept a diary, but only for his own
entertainment.
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With our introduction out of the way, Ann took me on a tour of the settlement. The
populations appeared to be in the hundreds living in thatched huts much like those in
the South Pacific. Men and women wore skirts made of palm fronds. I didn’t observe
anything that Westerners would call work, but there was some repair work being done
on the huts. Some were casually eating the banana, papaya, coconut and jackfruit that
grew abundantly. As with most of the Filipinas, there was little evidence of vegetables
grown or eaten. Here and there pigs and chickens were barbequed. So far, nothing was
out of the ordinary, except that the people mostly jogged and danced rather than
merely walking.
After our short tour, Ann took me to the guest house and told me that she would see me
the next day when the cocks crowed.
When we met in the morning, she explained the local mythology handed down for
hundreds of years. People from the Western mainland left their homeland because of
great floods. Much later when the Spanish missionaries tried to convert them to the
Great Spirit in the sky, the Chupas largely pretended to accept Christianity, by mostly
laughed it off. Since the missionaries left, the Chupas had largely been isolated and left
alone, except for the occasional explorer. In her detailed telling the story took most of
an hour. When she finished, I asked “How much of this gag am I supposed to believe?”
Ann looked startled for a moment and then began to laugh. After a while, I was laughing
with her. When she could talk again, she said “Not much. Most of us did come from the
West, but not that long ago, and we are not the primitives we sometimes pretend to be.
What gave me away?”
“So many things. After you left me last night, I wandered around as inconspicuously as
possible. I saw one guy reading a book. Not exactly a stone age thing to do. Later, I saw
Mack, the black guy. I think that I can say ‘the black guy’ because that is what he calls
himself. He told me about finding this place after leaving the US Navy and never
wanting to leave. I found out only a little from him, because he wanted to keep some of
your secrets, but we did have a good time talking about our lives in America. If none of
that had given you away, your ‘mythology’ is a mash-up of origin stories going back to
Gilgamesh.”
“OK Dirk, you passed the test. We don’t like being treated like oddities, so sometimes
we play games with outsiders. We do live simple lives. There is no hidden mall or
arcade here and we like it like that, but we are not unsophisticated. Our ancestors
mostly came from South China and what was Indo China in the time that Spain ruled the
Filipinas. During times of misery in the mainland, the Spanish government in league
with shipping companies would recruit people with promises of riches and even gold,
playing on the California Gold Rush. When the people arrived, all they got was low
paying menial labor. Escaping to areas like our highland was the answer for many. They
found that it was easy to build dwellings from the local trees and palms, and food was
there for taking from the trees. Chickens and pigs were added and let roam free for
barbeques when desired.”
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“That answers a lot, but why isn’t it widely known?”
“When the Spanish were overthrown, what little records there were, were lost, and the
Spanish were not anxious to admit their shameful behavior. Our ancestors became
fluent in Spanish and did keep records, which is why we Chupas know our history. The
Filipinas government and the Chupas find it advantageous to maintain the mystery.
They don’t bother us and we ask nothing of them.”
“Is there any truth to your reputation as suckers?”
“There has been a lot of confusion and exaggeration involved, but the story is even
bigger than you are likely to believe at first. Some of the original immigrants from the
Hong Kong area were orally fixated. Their ways spread to all of those that came to be
called Chupas. Their rituals did involve licking as a way of welcoming people or as a
romantic gesture. The legend is wrong in that we lick more than suck. You may not
have noticed it because we were attempting discretion while we were unsure of you.
You will have to convince yourself of the rest of the story. Our licking is a way of forming
bonds of different sorts, including love. Licking tells us about the licked – whether that
person is friend or foe, what he eats, or even whether that person is a likely lover.
Before you dismiss this, think about what many animals learn from licking or sniffing
other animals. Maybe there is a latent part of homo sapiens that we have uncovered.
Chupas – sucking people is inaccurate. It should be Lamas – licking people. ”
“You are right, that is a little tough to buy, but I’ll attempt to keep an open mind.
Another area – I’d like to collect saliva from your people to get a genetic fix on you – do
you think that I can do that?”
“You can start with me and I’m sure that others won’t mind.”
I got out my collection kit. Ann opened her mouth for the swab. As I leaned in, she
licked my cheek. I jerked away while she smiled and said “You may change your beliefs.”
I told her “I should break off our conversation for now and go write my notes from the
day”, and left for my guest room with my head spinning. I ended up sitting down the
rest of the day, unable to concentrate. Later that night Ann came to my bed. When I
tried to keep her at arm’s length, she said “You can’t fool me, I’ve seen inside you. You
want this.” My resistance wilted.
Maybe that night happened because my wife had broken up with me before I came to
the Filipinas and I was lonely and vulnerable. Maybe I already liked Ann or it was the
power of suggestion. It might have nothing to do with licking, but my skepticism was
weakening.
Wandering around and talking to Ann and others I found out more about the people.
Despite living a simple life, they became allies with an odd group of friends that had
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discovered their story. Billionaires that feared for their lives in a natural or economic
apocalypse gave the Chupas financing in return for sanctuary if necessary. You have
heard of some of the investors if you read Bloomberg. I have not yet learned what the
Chupas did with the money. Environmental groups bought surrounding lands with the
promise that the Chupas and their friends would provide enlightened stewardship.
Their apparent health was easy to explain. As noted, they ate natural foods. The
climate at their elevation was good year around. With little work to be done, they spent
their time with sports and arts. Both men and women played games with rocks of
various sizes – throwing for distance and accuracy – and other kinds of track and field.
They lacked exposure to electronic devices and the problems and stresses of the outside
world, but instead had a taste for creativity. There was an amphitheatre where they
danced, sang and put on plays. Writing in all forms was a popular pastime.
No place is perfect. The Chupas had some of the problems that plague mankind, but on
a much smaller scale than I had previously observed. I will be staying here longer than I
expected. It probably has a lot to do with Ann. Marriage or even exclusive relationships
are not valued here, but I treasure my time spent with her.

Lickademic
After one of my reports on the Chupas was released, I accepted an invitation to give a
talk on them at my alma mater, Portland State University (it was college when I was
there).
I was able to spend some time looking up old buddies from my time at Portland State. I
noted with some satisfaction that they had gained weight and lost hair. Jerry had done
both and was stuck in a bad marriage with three kids. I shouldn’t feel too superior, I
remained short. Jerry told me that my ex-wife Jelly had gotten a divorce from husband
number two after he left her for a younger woman. As the guy that she left for an
upgrade years ago, I looked at it as karma. For reasons that I can’t remember I was Jam
and she was Jelly when we thought that we were young and in love. Jerry must have
told her that I was in town because my caller ID indicated that Jelly tried to call me
several times, but after running many scenarios through my head, I could think of no
way that talking to her would be a good thing.
A couple of days of looking people up made it clear that Portland was no longer home.
Seeing people from my past consisted of long awkward pauses followed by “stay in
touch” or something like that.
When it came time to check in with Portland State I was introduced to my minder/guide,
graduate teaching assistant Gretchen Simpson. She seemed quite subdued, the reasons
for which became clear later. As she was showing me around Portland, much of which
was changed since I lived there, she asked out of the blue. “Do you really believe
everything that you have said about the Chupas?”
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“I have firsthand experience of everything that I reported.
“You think that you can really find out about a person by licking him or her?”
“You can after you have studied with the Chupas as I have.”
“Would you care to prove it?”
My “OK” was followed by licking her right cheek using Chupas’ technique. While in the
Filipinas for several years, I’d missed the “Me Too” movement, so I didn’t know any
better than to do that without her consent. After about two minutes of concentration, I
responded “You appear Caucasian, but have a significant amount of African ancestry.
You are questioning your sexual orientation. That happens particularly now during your
period. I didn’t need the lick to know that you don’t like me.”
Gretchen appeared paralyzed momentarily. Finally she said “Oh my god, you got at
least three out of four.” I was wise enough not to ask which three. After that Gretchen
became respectful if not worshipful. I learned that I’d made a mistake when she started
touching me and whispering in my ear. My licking technique was not sharp enough to
avoid giving her a romantic bond with me. I was fortunate that I only had to avoid her
for another day until my talk was done.
During the talk to students and faculty I deemphasized the controversial elements of the
Chupas’ society and treated the licking, and to a lesser extent the sucking, as simply a
minor ritual. After the Gretchen experience, I wanted to avoid controversy. I succeeded
so well most of the audience snoozed through my talk. I’ve always felt that that the
audience should be the one to fear public speaking, not the speaker.
At the Manila airport an English language newspaper headline read “Licking breaks out
in America.” Damn. In the body of the article “The outbreak has been traced to Ohio,
but still has not been pinpointed more closely.”
I remembered that Gretchen told me that she was going back to Akron, Ohio to be a
bridesmaid for an old friend. In my mind, I could see lots of her old friends doing kissy
face when they met before the wedding. Up until that moment, I had no idea that
Chupas kissing could work like Chupas licking. I saw the Chupas’ ritual in a new light.
Could their behavior and ability be neither cultural nor genetic, but caused by a virus
which had infiltrated their bodies? It was a stretch, but stranger things have occurred in
animals. Biologists have learned that much of evolution has been through viruses which
have settled in our cells. If my new theory is true, I must have the licking bug which was
passed through saliva.
The authorities were ahead of me in some ways. They tried quarantine in Akron, but as I
found out, the infectious wedding party had already dispersed though the U.S. The
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licking virus did no damage to the infected, but it did allow them unwanted invasion of
privacy among the licked.
The rest is history, but I’ll do a short recap in chronological order for anyone who is too
young to have lived through it, or anyone who missed part of the story.
Americans were not allowed to travel outside the country until they were deemed
“disease” free.
There was a spate of sexual assaults by predators who falsely claimed they were
infected by the lickademic, as it was called.
The Center For Disease Control urged Americans to spray disinfectant over all exposed
body parts and to avoid exchange of bodily fluids including blood, saliva and ejaculate.
The first part worked fairly well, but the second part failed.
The spread slowed significantly after the nature of the “disease” was discovered and the
carriers were identified.
The CDC quickly came up with a vaccine and the lickademic slowed to a trickle. The antivaxxers urged their followers to avoid that vaccine as well as the better established
vaccines.
Licking cults and communes for the infected sprang up around the country.
Senator Springfield sponsored a bill which would require the infected to wear a lavender
armband. He may have been hoping for support for his presidential run. The bill was
narrowly defeated.
An eccentric space and auto billionaire quietly maneuvered Delaware into a majority
infected state as a social experiment. He wanted to see if the healthy living of the
Chupas could take hold in the U.S. Delaware was one of the most infected states to
start with and the billionaire bribed many of the uninfected to leave the state, and sold
their homes to the out of state infected. As he put it “I want to see if the Chupa culture
can thrive here.” The experiment failed, when to improve their lives, the billionaire cut
off Delaware’s cell phone coverage, but a new political party, Lickadelican, became the
major political party in Delaware and Vermont.
A former U.S. president tweeted from an assisted care facility that he owned “We need
to contain these lickers. Build a wall around them. I think that they are cousins to
vampires. My successor, what’s her name, hasn’t done anything to control the threat.
Sad.”
That brings us to the present. I’m still with the Chupas. The reality of Portland
obliterated the nostalgic glow that I had. I had no connection with my old friends, the
traffic was intolerable, the local newspaper would fail an eighth grade English class and
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the government was as bad as ever. As for America in general, just play the old Guess
Who song, “American Woman”.
Copyright Doug Hawley
Appeared in Written Tales (illustration) and Freedom Fiction (illustration)
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Jenean McBrearty

The Surrender of Chateau Donat
According to his letter, Louis Donat knew the Germans had simply avoided the Maginot
Line and were speeding through the Ardennes forest. “If my brother knew from the first
bombing raid that France would be easier to conquer than Poland,” Marcel said, “why
didn’t he come home?”
They could hear the rumblings of tanks and the gunfire in the distance.
“Sacre bleu! Defeat draws near. Now what, mon amie?” Andre swallowed his cognac in
one gulp.
“We’ll have to get out.” Marcel as he counted his francs.
“Join thousands on the road south to Marseilles? Impossible for me.” He rubbed his
stump ⸺the reward for fighting the Great War. “But you can take Charmagne and the
children into the countryside…”
“And have Louis accuse me of starting another war just to make love to his wife?” He
slid the money towards his host and raised a forefinger to wag at the man who slid them
back towards him. “Buy a bottle of wine, mon uncle,” Marcel said.
Andre knew Marcel was only half joking. He’d help raise the brothers since their move
from Callais to Paris when they were five and ten years old. As the younger, Marcel was
temporarily spared military service in the coming war to care for the five females of the
house, including a grandmother, an aunt, and Louis’ wife and two daughters. “You love
Charmagne, do you not, Marcel?” he said as kindly as he could. “Someone has to get
them out before the Nazis get here.”
“Look at my hands, Andre! Callouses from digging trenches and slinging sandbags and
what does Pétain do? Run away. The entire government in a sham.” He unfastened the
government-issue gas mask from his belt and threw it across Marcel’s tiny apartment
kitchen. “Put an ‘e’ on that that and we’ll have shame for dinner.”
There was no meat. Since late February, mobilization had taken precedence over
routine, and the city was in chaos. Over a million people had fled. But there were three
eggs left, some cheese and a little butter. He’d cook Andre an omelet as a good-bye gift,
and they’d pray the Germans would bring plenty of supplies.
Marcel put the skillet on the stove, cracked the eggs into a bowl, and began a brisk
whisk to fluff them with air. It was a good way to avoid addressing the real danger to
Charmagne. She was a Jew. With her Louis stranded on the beach at Dunkerque, he was
the only man standing between her and a Nazi brothel. Or worse, a concentration camp.
Andre shrugged. “The Kaiser abandoned the German people to the Allies; now our
leaders throw us to the Nazis. Petain wants to spare Paris the bombing Poland has
suffered.”
“Buildings before babies at the cost of honor. Christ! How did we ever win a
revolution?” Marcel sprinkled cheddar onto the eggs and flipped one side over to make
the envelope. “Eat this,” he said.
“Only if you share it with me.”
***
A half empty belly is better than nothing-pangs. Marcel skirted the main streets and
made his way to # 5 Rue de’Blanc, a middle-class town house with granite steps and blue
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shutters. Inside, Charmagne sat on a steamer trunk in an empty foyer, her face streaked
with tears.
“They’ve left, but how?” Marcel demanded.
“Your Grandmother traded a diamond bracelet for a horse and wagon. The man was so
stupid, he didn’t know the diamonds were paste.”
“You could have given them a choice ⸺take you too or you’d tell him the truth.”
She turned away, hiding her face in the lapel of a fur-trimmed cashmere sweater. “And
let the Nazis have Marie and Ingrid?” She rose and went into the parlor where a
decanter on a wooden tray held the last of the brandy. She emptied it into a glass and
took a sip. “Your mother and your aunt believe Louis is dead. His children are all they
have left of him.” She shot him a fiery glance. “Perhaps they expect us to take care of
each other.”
He walked to her and took the glass from her hand. “We’re to make sure the Germans
don’t requisition the house, is that it?”
“We’ve a spectacular view from the upstairs windows. It’s a beautiful piece of real
estate.” She forced a smile.
He finished the brandy. The guns grew louder, announcing imminent penetration of the
city’s perimeter.
“Did they take their papers with them?
“What papers?”
“Passports. Birth certificates?”
“I didn’t see anything that looked like documents, but your mother probably packed
them along with the silver.”
“Maybe not.” He bolted upstairs to his mother’s bedroom and rummaged through her
escritoire. Nothing. He checked the safe. “You can pass for my Aunt Giselle if you
powder your hair and wear hat nets as she does,” he said to her as she observed him
from the arm of the sofa. “Here they are…”
“You’re kidding.”
He withdrew an envelope and rifled the contents. “They left the baptismal certificates
and one for Confirmation. They’ll do.”
“I’m to pretend I’m a middle-aged Catholic?”
“Starting now. It’s safer than trying to rescue you when you wear a yellow star.”
“And where will we say Charmagne is?”
“With her children and their grandmother. Our neighbors have fled, so who’s to say
different? If we cooperate, we’ll survive.”
“Collaborate, you mean?” She came close to him. He felt her breath on his cheek.
“To save you.” He surrendered to trembling lips he’d yearned for since he saw her riding
her bicycle near the Louvre, to the reality of feckless leadership and inevitable
occupation, and to desperation as loudspeakers barked orders from slow-moving trucks.
“Save Uncle Andre, Marcel,” she pleaded.
“No. If he knows you’re here, he could betray us.” He held her tight. “We’ve no choices
now, just decisions.”
Her rigid body dissolved into acceptance of war’s tragic truth: all decisions meant death
for somebody.
“I’ll go to church Sunday and tell the priest Giselle is sick with influenza,” Marcel said.
“Not even the priest will come. Everyone will forget the Donats very soon.”
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***
But General Wolfram Braunauer would always remember Giselle Donat. For twentyfive years he carried the memory of a nineteen-year-old girl who tempted him and
ended the life of a handsome young corporal. How was he to know she was not a
peasant farmer’s daughter but the willful child of Monsieur Donat, determined to stay at
the chateau until the mare dropped the foal she was promised? She was dressed as a
milk-maid, in a white dress with a blue apron, her honey-colored hair flowing over her
shoulders. Fine ladies should wear diamond necklaces, not a tarnished locket on a red
ribbon.
“What are you doing out alone with an advancing army on your doorstep?” he asked
when she’d surprised him and Corporal Hoffer. They’d stopped to relieve themselves in
an irrigation ditch.
She held out her pail, and said with a mocking smile, “Picking blackberries. What are you
doing pissing in the water that feeds my berry bushes?”
The men hastened to button their trousers.
She turned ever so slightly to Hoffer. “Don’t worry, I have a brother as small as you.”
Hoffer, the damned fool, displayed his embarrassment with a stammer. “Ich spreche
nein Französisch.”
Their glances required no translation, and Braunauer felt a rage welling inside. Yes,
Hoffer was handsome, but where was his dueling scar and tailored uniform? His pristine
cheek and calloused hands told the world he was a workman before he was forced to be
a soldier. Braunauer drew his pistol. “I speak French and you’re a spy,” he said.
“I’m nothing of the sort, and I doubt Petain is interested in your shortcomings and weak
goings.” Thinking back on the exchange, he decided, she didn’t sound like a milkmaid.
“Corporal, bleiben mit dem Auto,” he’d ordered as he holstered his pistol. He grabbed
her by the arm. She’d fight but it was a battle she couldn’t win. He dragged her behind
the hedgerow and threw her to the ground with such force, the wind belched from her
lungs. As she struggled to breathe, he unbuttoned his trousers and pulled up her dress.
***
When they reached the chateau Braunauer had been ordered to secure, he was met by
the butler, the groundsman, and a lady’s maid, each earnestly waving a white
handkerchief.
“Where is Monsieur Donat?” Braunauer demanded.
“On his way to Paris, Sir. He’ll be back in a few days. We were told you’d arrive
tomorrow,” the butler said.
“Who else is on the property? A tenant farmer … a stableman?”
“Just us and Mademoiselle Giselle gone to pick blackberries.”
“No one else?”
“No, Sir.”
Braunauer slapped him. “You’re lying. Who else is on the property? There must be
tenant farmers.”
“No, I swear. We were told to wait for General Kleineman. Please, Sir, there’s a
surrender agreement. If we cooperate, the chateau will be spared.”
He was aware of the agreement, but the realization of what he’d done, and its
implication careened through his brain.
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“Monsieur Donat is an honorable man, Sir,” the butler said and handed him a ring of
keys.
Braunauer took them from his shaking hand. “You’ve done your duty. Leave. Now!”
“Not without Madamoiselle Giselle,” the maid said. “She’ll think we’ve abandoned her.”
“Do as I tell you. I’ll take care of your mistress.”
Hoffer helped the staff with their suitcases, loading them in a wagon pulled by a mule.
The two men boarded it immediately, but the maid held back. “I’ll be glad to fix you
supper…”
“Get on the wagon, you silly girl.”
“Please, Sir, tell her Patrice wanted to wait for her.”
“Corporal Hoffer will drive her to the train. He’ll probably pass you on the way.” He
lifted the girl onto the wagon before entering the chateau through graceful double
doors.
The wagon had pulled away, perhaps taking his future with it. There would be an
inquiry. Perhaps a court’s martial. “Saddle a horse. Find the milkmaid and bring her
here,” he said to Hoffer and helped himself to Donat’s brandy.
“Yes, Sir,” Hoffer said softly. For someone who didn’t understand French, he seemed to
understand all was not well.
Braunauer figured he’d have to kill them both. He sat at Donat’s desk and composed a
letter to General Kleineman:
“… We immediately began to search for Mdm. Donat and took two paths. I rode for over
an hour and came upon Corporal Donat ravishing a young woman. I pulled my pistol,
and shot him, dismounted and only then saw the girl was already dead. I brought them
back to the chateau and buried them in the orchard, fearing our troops would be
exposed to disease. I do not know what caused Corporal Hoffer to commit such an
unspeakable act, but justice was swift, albeit laden with shock and sorrow…” Captain
Beaunauer
Hoffer claimed he couldn’t find Mdm. Donat, but Braunauer calculated he’d had time to
catch the wagon. Perhaps the staff had conducted their own search. Perhaps Mdse.
Giselle told them what had happened … or Hoffer told them. “We’ll not worry about a
milkmaid then,” he said to the young man. “Come, I’ll help you put the horse away. I
want to see Donat’s stable. He might have a horse worthy of our general.”
The unsuspecting Corporal obeyed and got a bullet in his head for his obedience. Before
he buried Hoffer, Braunauer searched his pockets. He’d rewrite the letter to Kleineman
straight away and pray his word would trump that of a confused young woman —if she
was still alive:
“… I directed Cpl. Hoffer to take Mdm. Donat to the train and haven’t seen him since. I
fear he has either been killed by the enemy or has deserted. Following a full
investigation, I will forward a recommendation. He deserves either a medal or a firing
squad.”
Inside Hoffer’s pocket he found a torn piece of pink stationery on which was scrawled:
Mdm. Giselle Donat #5 Rue de Blanc, Paris.
***
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If anyone asked Gen Braunauer which is worse, rape or murder, he would answer,
neither for they are merely the bastards of war. Defeat is worse than both. The
important thing is to live to fight again.
Perhaps Giselle Donat would understand that, if she was still in Paris. He knocked at #5,
having decided that’s how he would explain his side of their unfortunate encounter. If
he was as lucky now as he’d been for twenty-five years, she might have forgiven him.
The Great War may have destroyed class lines in theory, but people of their station
knew an officer’s life was worth more than a corporal’s, just as her life was worth more
than a milkmaid’s.
“Is Mdm. Giselle feeling better?” he asked the Marcel when the door opened.
“Herr General … the priest sent you?”
“I inquired at the church, but my mission is to find a house for the duration. I stayed at
the Donat’s chateau during the last war. I assure you I’ll take good care of this house as
well, if we can make another arrangement.”
“Madame Giselle can’t see anyone today. Perhaps in a week when she’s stronger. You
know how women are … she’s pale.”
“And you are?”
“Her nephew, Marcel. She could not travel.”
“You have no servants to help?”
“When she’s better, we’ll engage help.”
Braunauer gave a sympathetic nod and handed him a calling card. “Give this to Madame
and I’ll send a doctor.”
“That won’t be necessary. She’s recovering.” Marcel had never heard of any
arrangement with the Germans, though he’d been to the chateau many times.
“Very well, I’ll return in a week.” Braunauer mused as he walked down the stairs that he
could have the house and gratifying side rewards.
Through the window curtains Marcel watched the General drive off, then hurried to the
kitchen where Charmagne sat at the table smoking an Egyptian cigarette. He gave her
the general’s card. “Did you ever hear of him or an arrangement about the chateau?” He
heard her catch her breath. “What is it?”
“My God, thank God Giselle is gone. The devil has returned,” she said softly.
Marcel sat at the table. “You’re trembling.”
“He’s a monster,” she said. He took her hand, cold as a corpse.
“Tell me,” he demanded.”
“Have you never wondered why a beautiful woman like Giselle never married or why
she refused to attend her own father’s funeral?”
“I was fifteen when he died, why would I pay attention to Giselle? She’s always been just
an aunt to me.”
“Put on the kettle,” Charmagne ordered. As he did, she left and returned with a framed
photograph from the piano. “This is Giselle with Louis on his christening day. How she
envied her sister and her fine little boy. Look at her!”
He took the photo. “Yes, my Aunt was beautiful at twenty. Almost as beautiful as you.”
“And you must be as dumb as you are blind. She made a vow not to marry until her
honor had been defended. Don’t you know what that means? Giselle returned to her
mother and sister almost comatose from the ordeal. Patrice, dedicated her life to caring
for her. But, her father, and brother said nothing to General Kleineman about his
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rapacious captain. They’d successfully arranged to save the chateau from possible
bombardment. Patrice was sent away to America, and Giselle was expected to forget.
No, ordered to forget.”
Marcel answered the kettle call and poured boiling water over thrice-used tea leaves to
which he added a pinch of fresh mint. “Are you sure it was Braunauer who attacked
her?”
“Mon. Donat made two trips to the chateau, or so the story goes. One was to find the
soldier who delivered Giselle to the train, but he was told he was now at the front. But a
private who was unrequitedly fond of Corporal Hoffer said Braunauer murdered him.”
Unnerved, Marcel stirred his tea slowly. “We’ve got to think this through. If he’s as
dangerous and vicious as you say, we’re more than vulnerable.” Charmagne was silent,
her hands cupping her cheeks as she studied Giselle’s photo. Braunauer didn’t have to
be polite,” Marcel continued. “He can take the house as his own, so he must be after
something else. His Old World manners may not be the best, but they must still exist.
Maybe we can come to an arrangement with him.” Perhaps, he thought as he sipped his
tea, he could save their city house, with a guarantee of safety ⸺and the benefits that
came with friendships with generals who ate and drank well. “Suppose you streak your
hair with bleaching solution and wear no makeup. You know Giselle’s mannerism well.
The pitch of her voice. Twenty-five years is a long time. The general wants to believe
she’s here and still beautiful.”
It wouldn’t be difficult to imagine herself to be Giselle, Charmagne thought. She, too,
had been abandoned.
***
Charmagne climbed the two staircases to the attic and opened Giselle’s old trunk. Inside
were ensembles of the Belle Epoque that ended when the Great War began. She felt the
hand-stitching of straight seams and ran her fingers over tulle laces and velvet tucks. The
clothes were still lovely, the undergarments still clean, starched and folded lovingly as
memories of a gallant time when gentlemen called upon ladies in morning coats and top
hats.
“Those Donats. What frauds,” she hissed as she set aside the remnants of Giselle’s youth
and opened a hat box she’d placed on her lap. Inside were gloves, brooches and a
tarnished locket on a red ribbon resting on the brim of a straw skimmer. Underneath
that was a peacock blue feathered fan, and under that was ⸺a silver dagger laying on a
bed of pink and white handkerchiefs trimmed in lace. She held it up to the window’s
light by its pearl inlay handle. Remarkably, it was untarnished after all these years. Her
left hand lifted the handkerchiefs and there lay a folded note. She put down the dagger
and opened it: I will avenge you. Edouard.
Here was proof someone else knew of the violation. She searched her memory of the
twelve years she’d spent with Louis. No one named Edouard carried the last name
Donat, nor could she recall anyone by that name ever visiting Giselle. Except …Father
Edouard. Was it possible he had made a similarly draconian vow? No matter.
She chose a pale-yellow silk skirt and jacket, and a white silk blouse with a ruffled collar.
She was taller than Giselle, so the hem would hang four inches above her ankles. And
she was fuller after two children, so the skirt would show off her curves but modestly.
What a shame that so much of the past had already been lost.
***
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Without remorse or hesitation, Charmagne went to morning mass, knelt in the
confessional, and waited for Father Edouard to slide open the small wooden door that
shielded a window. Now all that separated priest from penitent was a purple satin cloth.
“Yes, my child. What are your sins?” he said.
Charmagne eased her hand under the cloth, holding the dagger point down, and
whispered, “I will avenge you.”
“Giselle, is it you?” Fr. Edouard whispered.
“General Bruanauer came to see me yesterday. He said you spoke with him.”
“Yes. But is it you, Giselle?”
“It’s Charmagne Donat, Father. I’ve come to claim her justice. I’ll do the deed, but I need
help to escape. Can you help me?”
“I know someone who can and is willing to dispense his soul to hell to help you. But, tell
me, are Giselle and your children safely out of the city?”
“They’ve all left.”
“And Louis?”
“I’ve had no word in weeks. I fear he has abandoned me too, Father.”
“When is Braunauer coming to the house again?’
“Today for lunch, to requisition the house. He’ll have a driver.”
“I’ll take care of the driver. Just have a small bag packed and wear dark clothes. Slacks,
if you have them, and a heavy coat. Wait for me in Giselle’s bedroom.”
Charmagne walked as one carrying a heavy burden. Fr. Eduard was ready to risk his life
to avenge the woman he loved. He was willing to keep unspoken promises even if it
meant abandoning his flock. I must live, she told herself, if only long enough to avenge
my own betrayal.
***
Gen. Braunauer brought flowers for Giselle and a tin of chocolate for Marcel, along with
a bottle of peach brandy and cookies from Mdme. Bernard’s Boulangerie. He waited
patiently in the parlor, examining the photos of the Donats on the piano. The women
were thin and the men arrogant, as was the mode of the upper-class French. Eventually,
the war would end, and his photo would join the heritage so proudly displayed. If Giselle
would have him, he would marry her, he decided. He could easily make her a widow, if
she wasn’t already.
He didn’t hear the shadow behind the curtain move to his side and throw the garrote
around his neck. His fingers, strong as they were, could not pull the wire from neck as it
cut into his throat. Within seconds, his knees buckled, and he sank to the floor.
Father Edouard had traded his cassock for mechanics clothes and carried the dagger in a
leather sheath attached to his belt. Unrecognized, he’d engaged the lieutenant driving
the General’s car in a discussion about a badly needed tune-up before driving the dagger
into his ribcage as they bent over the motor. Propped up behind the wheel once more,
the lieutenant was the picture of patience. Charmagne watched the killing from Giselle’s
second story window. It must not be difficult if a priest could do it without flinching.
“Braunauer’s been waiting a quarter of an hour, Charmagne… He’s brought gifts.
Brandy…” Marcel looked her up and down. “You’re not dressed.”
“I don’t believe I can be someone else. Especially for a stranger to whom I am nothing
more than a wagering chip.”
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“Don’t be nervous, Charmagne. People believe what they want to believe. About their
country. Their dreams. Their past. You can do this…”
“Come Marcel,” she said as she stretched out her hand to him. “Give me a kiss for
courage.”
She taken the cook’s butcher knife from the drawer and put it under Giselle’s pillow. As
she sat on the bed, Marcel knelt in front of her, slid his hand under her slip, and felt the
moistness between her legs. She pressed his face to her breast with her left hand,
grasped the knife in her right, and plunged it into his neck. He fell backwards, clutching
his throat, unable to speak, his eyes agog, his blood splattering over his clothing in
spasms.
If Marcel was willing to collaborate with the Nazis to save his house, eventually he would
sacrifice her life to save his own should the deception be discovered.
She shed her slip and hose, and donned her slacks, her walking shoes, and Giselle’s silk
blouse. She took her camera from her valise, snapped three shots of Marcel, and
returned it to the valise, trading it for her watch. She wanted to remember every detail,
including the time, in case she and Giselle ever met again. One o’clock. She heard a
knock. “Madamoiselle? It’s Father Edouard. Are you ready?”
She grabbed her valise and went to the door. “Help me get Marcel downstairs.”
***
“Where are we going, Father?” she asked as they drove through the city.
“To Andre’s apartment and then to Callais. Andre knows a man who has a boat there
that will ferry us across the channel.”
“Uncle Andre’s part of the resistance?”
“He didn’t surrender in the last war, and he won’t in this one.”
She summoned her courage. “How did you meet Geiselle?” Was it wrong to steal
another woman’s champion? It was no worse than Giselle leaving him behind knowing
he loved her.
“You mean, how can a priest love a woman so much he’s willing to kill for her, to fail his
God?”
Then he did understand! “I’m a Jew, Father. I know nothing about a Christian’s
relationship with God. I just want to know how you came to keep a vow to her.”
“The Donat children called Andre uncle. I called the groundsman father. Like Patrice, we
couldn’t bear to see the destruction of Giselle’s innocence. First the Braunauer tragedy,
then her father’s betrayal … all for his damned house. And his grandsons are no better.”
“Perhaps after the war, you and Giselle…”
“No, Charmagne. I mistook her pride for honor; you mistook it for love. The truth is, she
stole your children. Neither servants nor Jews will ever be worthy in her eyes. Do you
think I am a fool? We’ve both been thrown to the dogs of war. You’re only the first I will
rescue, God willing.” He stopped the car in front if Andre’s apartment building. “You will
live to recover your loss, God willing.”
***
Fire engines passed them as they drove through Paris. The bodies of the three men were
eventually identified, but who killed the driver and the two corpses sitting under the
apple tree with a bottle of brandy, who set the fire that surrendered #5 Rue le Blanc to
its foundation, would always remain a mystery, as no one ever returned to solve it.
Copyrighted 2020 Jenean McBrearty
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Luke Bartojay

Dawn Mourning and The Burnt One
Chapter One
Dawn Mourning
Dawn Mourning lived in an old Victorian house on Wasatch Street with both
her parents, though she really felt that she lived alone. Her bedroom was actually the
whole upper floor of the creepy old building that the neighborhood children avoided.
She only shared meals a few times a week with her stiff father who sat silently at the
head of the monstrous, antique dining room table. Really, Dawn didn’t even know what
her father did for a living. Her mother was a fidgety woman who never held eye contact
longer than a brief glance with anyone. When the floors creaked in the house, her
mother always shrank her shoulders, and her dark frightened eyes searched the
shadows as if in expectation of a horrible thing about to visit her.
Not only was she alone at home, at school she had no friends. It wasn’t only that she
had no friends. It was that she was tormented by her peers. There was one event that
damned Dawn’s childhood. It was when she invited her classmate to spend the night,
and into her private world. Laurice Anderson came over with her sleeping bag and teddy
bear to the huge, lonely house. As the evening went on; late night television and yawns
turned to quieter and quieter conversations about taboo things. They had both been in
sexual education the year before in fifth grade. Now they were in sixth grade and they
both had a year to consider what they had learned. The difference was that Laurence
had a large group of friends and they all joked and laughed about sex together. Dawn,
the strange misfit girl; had turned sexual fantasization into a secret study.
Dawn had created a huge folder full of her ideas about the subject of sexual satisfaction.
She had written in huge detail all her innocent mind could imagine about satisfying lust.
She had
also used her awesome artistic skills to draw graphic images of acts between a man and
a woman, and also between a woman and another woman. There were literally
hundreds of pages of her fantasies. She decided to show them to Laurice at around
12:00 on that tingling and exciting night. Laurice giggled and went through the images
and passionately described and yearned for encounters. The lonely girl that had lived on
Wahsatch Street her whole life laughed, thinking she had finally made a friend. Drunk
on the wings of Dawn’s imagination, the two young girls stayed up into the wee hours of
the morning and eventually drifted out into the sea of dreams…
Laurice left the next morning and told Dawn that she would call that night. The Saturday
night passed and Dawn received no call. Bored, she went to her footlocker to look at her
carnal collection. To Dawn’s shock she found that every piece of paper she had filed
there over the last year was gone! A panic gripped, her chest as her mind raced to think
of where her journal could be. She tore through her room searching everywhere.
Suddenly she froze. Laurice! She had to have taken it! Dawn immediately got on the
phone and called Laurice. Laurice’s mother answered and told Dawn that it was too late
for phone calls so she should call back the next day. The shaken girl hung up the phone
and sat in silence for a long time trying to think of why her new friend would have taken
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her pictures and stories. The last thing she had heard on the phone had been a far away
voice wishing her a good night. Alone and feeling more vulnerable than she ever had,
she didn’t realize that she would never have a ‘good night’ again.
Sunday, Dawn sat in a deep depression. Her head spun in confusion as it felt like it
would burst into flame whenever embarrassment crept in. She wondered if Laurice
would show anyone all the things that had come out of her imagination. Had she done
something wrong? Could she be in some sort of trouble? She had always thought that all
of the papers she had collected should be kept secret. Why did she have to bring them
out last night? The miserable child was too afraid to call Laurice that day as her mind
spiraled deeper into worry and fear, but Sunday was a paradise compared to her return
to school on the following Monday.
Laurice acted differently than she had been lately when Dawn saw her on the
playground before school. Being shy, Dawn found it impossible to approach Laurice and
the crowd she was with. A strange feeling came over her as it seemed that the other
girls were talking about her, snickering and looking in her direction. Dawn was not a
popular girl and most of the student body didn’t even known her name. She went
through the school day alone as usual and on lunch break sat alone as well. Just as she
was about to eat, someone spit a disgusting loogie right on her food. She was shocked,
but she didn’t get a chance to see who it was. That was only the beginning. Laurice had
stolen Dawn’s journals, and she and her friends handed out pages of the private dreams
recorded there. Dreams now perverted into tools of torture in the hands of her
schoolmates; that can be cruel as only the hands of children can be. Dawn slowly
realized what had happened, but she could not have known what the rest of the school
year held in store: The girls of the school called her horrible names and constantly
assaulted her with scathing comments. The boys would trip her, knock her down, and
punch her in the back. Sometimes, outside the school they threw rocks at her. The
antagonists stole her books or anything else they could get their hands on. Eventually
they made a game of spitting on her.
At first Dawn tried to ignore her situation, thinking that her tormenters would stop. She
was afraid to tell her teachers what was going on, thinking they might find out about her
papers. After a few weeks ,she didn’t even expect any other treatment from the kids at
school besides cruelty. She never got mad at anyone for what they were doing. She
accepted it as normal. This was what Dawn’s life became in the sixth grade. The
humiliation and abuse caused her mind to shrink into the darkest and most far away
place in her imagination to hide. Dawn Mourning existed alone.

In 1987 Dawn had lived in her lonely world for three long and dreamy years. She had
become an outsider in her school and could go weeks without uttering a word. The
listless girl spent her time at home alone in the upper floor of the house. Dawn rarely
even saw her Father and they never spoke. The most contact she shared with her family
took place at the foot of the stairs leading to the upstairs part of the house. An envelope
was left on a small table at the bottom of her stairs once a month that contained her
allowance. If she needed any school papers signed she left them on the table and they
would be taken care of. Over the years her Mother had become more jumpy, she was
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like a frightened mouse that scurried silently about the house. Her shifty eyes were sunk
deep into their dark sockets.
Dawn constantly devoured books. She enjoyed gothic horror novels and some of the
classics she got her hands on. But mostly she enjoyed romance novels. The girl could
easily read and digest 200 to 300 pages a day at the age of fourteen. Something she
enjoyed to do was start two or three books at the same time, read until she drifted into
a peaceful nap, have a beautiful dream, and wake up to read more.
Dawn listened to the radio and watched television less than she read and dreamed, but
she knew of pop culture. She had heard of “Dead Heads”. She liked the idea of traveling
the world with people who loved and accepted you for who you were.
One day she felt brave enough to walk downtown around Acacia Park to look at the
stores there. She took the allowance her father left for her to look for clothes. There was
an awesome store that sold clothes from around the world. Places she had never been,
amazing places far away. Dawn bought many multi-colored dresses. They flowed down
to her ankles and swayed majestically when she walked. She finished the outfits with
white puffy blouses. The exotic clothing made her feel like a mysterious and enchanting
Gypsy.
The innocent girl imagined that someday she would travel far and wide across the world
to find a man to love. She knew in her heart that if she were loved; she could be the best
love anyone could ever know. Her high school freshman year was about to start, and
sometimes Dawn broke into tears at the thought of the solitary torment she would be
forced to endure. Sometimes Dawn cried in hope at the thought of the love she might
find.
Dawn walked alone down Wahsatch Street to Palmer High School in the mornings.
She had grown comfortable the first month of the school year. None of the other
students talked to her, none her peers even gave her a second glance. She was a
phantom. Laurice and the other popular girls had their own group that fit in with the
athletic boys. Some of the ‘jocks’ even had their own cars. Dawn even let herself feel
happy that she was ignored by the other students. She enjoyed the assignments that she
was getting; every single grade was an ‘A’. The silent girl also let herself feel a little pride
that she was the only one in school that wore the clothes that she did. The beautiful
long dresses she wore that reminded her of far away places that she could only imagine:
Romania, India, and Mongolia. She was unique.
In the mornings before school she would comb her long, straight, brown hair that
flowed down her back in a wistful silence. She would repeat in her mind: “I don’t need
any of you; I will find the one I love and see the world. I will find him and he will love
me…” It was a religious mantra she quoted in loneliness every morning.
It was a chilly October morning and frost clung to the lawns in front of the homes on the
way to school from Dawn’s house. She was wearing a light jacket and one of her
trademark long dresses. This was her favorite skirt; it was dark brown with red and
white patterns. The amazing designs reminded her of the gypsies of Eastern Europe. She
would go away to those dark, far away mountains someday.
The sun rising above Colorado Springs hadn’t burnt off the gray clouds of the overcast
morning sky. The dew of the morning seemed to absorb the sounds of the city. Dawn
walked peacefully in her usual daydream on her way to school.
Her heart seemed to explode in her chest when she heard the first shout.
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“Get Her!”
“Ha! Ha! Ha! Dirty, Dirty girl!”
“Grab her!” Young men’s voices yelled. Five muscular youths all burst out from between
two closely spaced houses and surrounded the terrified girl. All five of them were
dressed in black and wearing rubber Halloween masks, which added to the shock of the
ambush. Dawn clamped her eyes shut, covered her ears, and dropped to her knees. She
felt a solid kick to her back that made her bite her tongue, as she was knocked to the
ground.
“Just do it man! Hurry up!” One of the masked attackers yelled. All of the boys laughed
and hooted. One of them grabbed Dawn’s foot and yanked it hard, straightening out her
leg and badly skinning her knee. Another one of the boys was pushing her body to the
ground. She was petrified with fear. In an instant her favorite dress was torn off of her.
“I got it! Get her!” An excited voice yelled. Suddenly, she felt something warm and
sticky pouring over her. She managed to curl into the fetal position and cover her head.
“See ya later sexy!”
“Dirty girl!”
“Love that chocolate!” The boys all laughed as they ran back between the houses.
The assailants had disappeared faster than they had come. Dawn lay on the ground in a
tight ball of shaking muscle, with the adrenaline coursing through her body she couldn’t
even feel the cold October breeze that swirled around her. She licked her lips and tasted
chocolate. She realized that they had torn off her favorite dress, ran off with it, and
covered her with chocolate syrup. She got up, barely able to see through her tear-filled
eyes and ran back home. When she got there, she sat in the empty bathtub and cried
alone all day.

Chapter Two

Joey Mansfield
Joey grew up on the west side of Colorado Springs. He enjoyed watching television,
football during recess at school, and in general, he learned quickly. Most of all he loved
learning about all things that had engines. Joey had a few friends that were his age that
lived close by, but his closest neighbor was a boy that was two years older than him.
Two years isn’t much of a difference between adults, but with children it can be a huge
difference. Disagreements between the two were usually settled with physical violence.
The fights between them were often left open to decision as to who actually won. This
went on through elementary school, but they remained begrudging friends until junior
high.
‘Sevies’, or seventh graders were often picked on in the junior high scheme of things
(seventh to ninth grade). The reputation that Joey had gained as a fighter in elementary
school had grown. He was used to scrapping because of his constant brawls with his
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older neighbor. When he arrived on the seventh grade scene, he decided to apply
himself more to his studies. His mother had recently remarried and had become very
involved with a local church. The church held a youth group after school on
Wednesdays, and Joey was expected to attend.
On a fateful day at youth group there was a soccer game being held on the tennis
courts at the local elementary school. The church had arranged with the school for the
use of the hard, asphalt courts. After all it was one big, happy community. The church
youth group was a great way for the children of the area to grow and socialize in a
healthy environment. In that soccer game, Joey was body checked and yelled;
”Come on!” As he pushed off of the ninth grader that had run into him. Joey didn’t
realize that the other player had actually been trying to goad him into a fight. When he
turned to chase the ball the other boy yelled.
“Hey!” Joey turned to look back at him. In that instant the other boy executed a
perfect round house kick to his head. Stars exploded in Joey’s sight as he lost
consciousness. His head bounced off the pavement as his skull smacked the hardened
ground. The damage of the kick was doubled by the violent impact with the asphalt;
leaving injuries on both sides of his damaged head. He was eventually awakened by an
adult chaperone who gently said:
“Your bell was rung.” Joey was led back to the church by the arm. He could only see
in a small spot right where he tried to focus, his peripheral sight was gone. His Mother
was called to take him to the local doctor’s office. Joey couldn’t remember anything of
the rest of the day. He lay in his bed that night with a headache like he had never
known. It was later learned that the ninth grade attacker had been studying martial arts.
When Joey returned to school, a group of the other ninth graders made a game of
hitting Joey in the back of the head while he was sitting in class, and when he walked
down the halls between classes. Many times Joey would feel his consciousness start to
fail, and it would feel as though there were needles in his tongue. This game started
even before the bandages came off of his head. His grades failed and never recovered,
he also lost interest in hobbies, and friendships. He became a listless dreamer.
During this time, Joey’s Step Father’s job transferred out of town. Rather than going
with his Mother, He moved in with his Father and into a new school. He quickly learned
that he fit in with the ‘stoner’ crowd. When he hung out with the other kids dropping
acid and smoking pot; he wasn’t expected to hold a ‘normal’ conversation. He enjoyed
the late night together. His only real interest was heavy metal music, movies and
automobile engines. Soon he became an outcast, even among his new friends. He could
still get drugs through his connections, and he spiraled into a drug induced exile.
On a warm summer night that was the summer before Joey was to enter high school
he went to a beer party. Joey didn’t usually drink alcohol; he was a “pot head”. He went
anyway; he stole a bottle of vodka from his dad’s house to drink that night. Instead of
the quiet, stoned nights he was used to; Joey became loud and argued philosophy with a
group of strangers that really didn’t care about his ramblings. They egged him on
mockingly throughout the night. When Joey was ready to puke and pass out the group
of teenagers took him outside and took turns pummeling him. One of the assailants
even broke his hand Joey’s head after he was already knocked out and laying in a pool of
blood and puke. Joey would never go to a drinking party again.
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Joey was an outcast; when he met a new group of people: he tried to find friends,
but it never worked out. He got a job at a local garage on the border of Manitou Springs
and Old Colorado city. The loner quickly found that he could work on cars without
dealing with people.
In 1990, he was eighteen and had been working at the garage for a couple years.
He lived in a “T. B.” cottage behind Mrs. Gates’ house. It was near downtown
Colorado Springs. In ‘The Springs’, many old houses had small one bedroom lofts built
behind the main home. For tuberculosis victims, in their backyards. Colorado was
thought to be a good climate to cure the disease at the time. Now the small homes
served as sources of extra income for the property owners to rent out to patrons. Joey’s
‘T.B.’ fit him just fine. It was all he needed: A bed room, a bath room, and a living room.
He had a car; it was just an old beater. He liked the gas guzzling boat, a blue Delta ’88,
1979 Oldsmobile. It was two couches on wheels. On I-25, free on the highway; the
beast could fly. Joey had never gotten a ticket, but he smiled to himself when he
thought that he should have plenty.

Chapter Three

Dawn Morning and Joey Mansfield
In 1990 Dawn was still a straight ‘A’ student. She still barely even saw her skittish
mother and cold distant father. The girl realized that most people knew what their
parents did for a living, but she didn’t. Travel was involved in her father’s job, yet they
never spoke on the rare occasion that she did see him.
No one spoke to her at school. The boy’s that stolen her dress and covered her with
chocolate sauce had hung her dress on the flag pole the following day. They bragged
about their ‘prank’; until everyone heard about it all around the school. Eventually,
Dawn had to be brought to the office. She denied that it had happened after the dean
explained that he would call the police so she could press charges. The boys had also
been spoken to and frightened quite badly. After this occasion Dawn was avoided by
everyone at school and so her silent lonely life went on.
The weather was always beautiful in the dreamy sunlit afternoons of the blue sky
covered Colorado Springs days: Dawn enjoyed long walks during this time. Her long
flowing dresses that she was so fond of swayed with her steps; the hem tickling her feet
wrapped in leather sandals. She walked almost in a dream around the city. Sometimes
she would look around and realized she didn’t even know where she was anymore:
Discovering a new place; she would look at the mountains and start walking again, with
not quite a smile on her face. It was one such day she heard a kind and strange voice. It
seemed to harbor some pain:
“Hey!” haven’t seen you through here.” She thought at first to ignore him and keep
walking. She looked over at the boy working on a car next to the sidewalk. She quickly
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took in her surroundings. There was a garage with one of the large doors open, and
several cars parked around the building.
“Sorry I didn’t mean to scare you,” again the voice full of kindness and pain. The boy
smiled and blushed. He wasn’t used to talking to strangers, much less a strange girl.
Dawn stopped and looked at him full on. His eyes went to his own hands, which he was
wringing a dirty rag. He was wearing a greasy old monkey suit the sleeves were rolled
up to the elbows. His hands and forearms had black oil stains on them; some old, some
new. Dawn realized she was looking into his hazel eyes below his short brown hair, and
she caught her breath. The two hooked into each other’s eyes, locking these for a
moment as if both were afraid to make the next move. Joey looked to the ground,
blushing even more.
“Sorry, I guess I was just saying hello.” Dawn cocked her head like an animal trying to
understand something new. She did something that moment that was totally out of
character tried to speak. Instead of words, a broken cough came from her mouth. Joey
smiled warmly and looked up. Dawn cleared her throat, and with a quiet voice managed
to shyly reply:
“Hello.”
“Road dust.” Joey gestured to the street.
“Wuh?”
“ Road dust. Walking on the side of the road you can get road dust in your throat.”
“Uh huh.” Dawn mumbled as she started walking again.
“My name is Joey. I work here.” Dawn looked at him. The young man looked about
her age.
“How old are you?” Dawn asked, somewhat sheepishly. She couldn’t believe she was
talking to him. It was as if she was possessed. She felt like she was doing something
wrong, getting in trouble.
“Eighteen. Why?”
“You work here?” Her voice uncertain, seemed to float from her mouth.
“I’ve been working here for about two years, longer than some of the guys. I’m Joey.
What’s your name?” Dawn thought of ignoring him. There was something about him she
couldn’t figure out. He was dirty, rough looking. Dawn sized him up again. In his eyes
there was a kindness and pain, a sort of longing. His voice seemed friendly, with no
sarcasm, and again a sadness, and pain. She thought she loved him in an instant. How
could she? Her mind screamed. You don’t even know this guy. She still decided to
answer the gruffly looking grease monkey.
“Dawn.”
“Wow, I like that name. Do you live around here?” Joey asked with excitement. Now
that was too much, Dawn decided. She made up her mind to keep walking. Joey’s heart
dropped into his shoes. He glanced at her walking away and got back to work. Joey saw
Dawn walk back by the shop later that evening. He watched her go and as she did; she
looked into the garage. His heart was lifted.
A week after Joey and Dawn had first met; it was a warm, pleasant, Colorado Springs
day. Joey had worked on several cars and he was exhausted .Then he saw her. Dawn
was standing in front of the garage on Colorado Avenue. She was wearing a white blouse
that fit her perfectly. Her skirt went from thin her waist to her ankles. The soft breeze
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made her dress sway, as though she were surrounded by dreams .She was looking right
at him! Joey felt his heart jump in his chest.
“Jerry! One minute!” Joey yelled to his boss.
“Hi, Dawn!” He exclaimed as he stopped short in front of her. Dawn looked into his eyes
again, probing. He was about her height, and he had a bit of a muscular build. She was
looking into his eyes. She saw the same thing she noticed before: loneliness, pain,
kindness, and longing. This time, his face was alight with excitement as well.
“What are you doing here?”
“I like to walk. I like walking by here, and you’re almost done today. Do you like to
walk?” It had taken Dawn a week to muster up the courage to come back here. Half of
that time was spent figuring out what to say. Now that she did, she wasn’t sure if it was
the best thing to do. She didn’t even know anything about Joey. Joey didn’t know what
to say either. There was a long and uncomfortable silence, as the two tried to maintain
eye contact between looks around. Joey scuffed the ground with his foot and then
looked up. Dawn broke the silence:
“I was thinking of going up to down town Manitou.”
“O.k. let me finish up. I’ll be a little bit; you can wait in the office.” Dawn followed Joey
to the office where there were seats for customers. Joey went back to the garage.
“You can go.” Joey’s boss said over the excited mechanic’s shoulder.
“I’ll finish up.”
“Thanks Jerry, I’ll make it up. I’ll be back to get my car in a bit. We’re going for a walk,
I gotta get cleaned up!” Joey washed up in the back room, and changed to street
clothes. His finger nails were still black. He met Dawn, and they left together.
It was obvious from the start that neither of them had much in the way of social
skills. Still, with every little nuance and gesture: There was love. They walked along the
strip of Manitou in rapture. Every little thing would become a memory to be cherished.
Joey pointed out tourists and Dawn actually smiled from time to time. In one fated
evening of wandering from store to store, though the park, and down streets; they fell in
love. They were both lonely, so hurt, and so left behind by the world. Just being
accepted for one evening of sharing good will, and not being on the defensive, was
enough for both of them to believe they had found kindred spirits. Their souls were
meant to be together.
“I can’t believe I said hello to you.”
“I know I never do that.”
“If we had been too afraid to talk to each other; this never would have happened.”
“What do we do now?”
“I don’t know.”
“Me neither.”
They walked back to the garage and Joey gave Dawn a ride home. Joey couldn’t sleep
that night. Dawn cried into her pillow, waiting for her heart to break. It felt like a great
joy rippled through her at the same time as a pain tore at the edges of her reality. The
emotional roller coaster seemed to be too much to bear. Was Joey the one?
Dawn was almost out of high school. She wasn’t sure what she wanted to do after.
Joey had dropped out, but he was already a great mechanic. Over the next few months
the two loner’s love grew. They seemed that they were meant to be together in every
way. Joey didn’t see his parents, but once in a blue moon. Dawn’s home situation was
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the same. Joey had come to accept it. Dawn had been to Joey’s house, but they didn’t
spend much time there. They found other things to do. The same held true with Dawn’s
house. When they did stop by Dawn’s one evening; Joey entered the front door
tentatively.
“Hello.” Joey said when he glanced Dawn’s mom ducking into a door way.
“I said, just leave her.” Dawn whispered. Joey furrowed his brow and nodded. After a
brief visit: Joey left to get some sleep. Joey dreamed about Dawn every night. Dawn
would dance with joy every night, with the ecstasy of finding someone to love, and who
loved her in return. They had fallen so deeply in love that they were each other’s whole
sense of happiness.
Dawn got home from school, and was cramming her homework before Joey got off
work. There was a loud knock at the front door. She ran down stairs and glanced down
the hall. Her mother was peeking around the corner. Dawn felt a confidence at
answering the door. Joey had given her that confidence. She tilted her head as she
realized that it was too early for Joey. He also did not knock like that. She opened the
door tentatively.
“Dawn? Dawn Mourning?” A police officer stood in front of her. His shirt was bulging
from the bullet proof vest beneath it. His radio crackled as he reached down and turned
off the volume. Dawn didn’t answer. She was intimidated by the large man.
“Dawn?” He repeated. He had something in his hand. She looked at it. He lowered it to
his side so she couldn’t make it out.
“Dawn Mourning?” He spoke again, more forcefully.
“Yes?”
“May I come inside?”
“What is this about?” She mumbled.
“I am Officer Glenn Ramone. May I speak with you inside?”
“You can speak with me here.”
“I think you may wish to be sitting down.” The officer sadly attempted a warm smile.
“Can I help you?” Dawn said back as strongly as she could muster.
“There has been an accident.”
“Yes?”
“This is your student I.D….” Dawn felt the blood drain from her face. She had given her
student I.D. to Joey as a love memento to carry in his wallet.
“There has been an accident…”
“What kind of accident? Just tell me!” She snapped in panic. She knew in her shaking
heart that it was about her only love; her savior, Joey. Instead of being scared, she made
herself mad as her last line of defense against a feeling of horror that threatened to
overcome her. It was completely out of character for the girl. Where Joey was
concerned, if he was in danger, she felt ready to become a feral beast… Joey was her
life.
“I’m afraid there was an accident at the garage today. Joey was killed. There was an
explosion. We found your I.D. among his belongings, and some of his co-workers said
that you have been dating.” Officer Ramone tried to maintain eye contact with the frail
girl. Suddenly, she swooned. The officer caught her in his arms. He gently laid her on the
porch and put his hand behind her head.
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Dawn awoke with two paramedics tending to her. Officer Glenn Ramone was accepting
a glass of water from her mother’s trembling hand. The cowardly woman that was her
mother stood trembling in the doorway. Dawn’s vision swam.
“Here you are dear, take a sip.” The shaken girl took the glass. One of the emergency
medical technicians was taking her blood pressure on the other arm.
“What happened?” Dawn questioned. Her mind was surrounded by a swarm of
confusion.
“You feinted.” The strong officer replied kindly.
“I don’t understand. What happened to Joey?” Dawn murmured.
“We are investigating, just relax honey.”
“I don’t understand. What happened?”
“There was an explosion. That’s all we know.” Dawn was blinded by her tears. A great
pain wracked her body as the realization of what she had been told took hold of her. She
felt as if her heart was torn from her body.
“I would like to go inside.” Her shaking voice seemed to plea.
“Here take this card. This is my number. I can help you get in touch with someone who
can talk to you about all of this. Her name is Dr. Drapier. It is her job to help people get
through these kinds of tragedies.” Dawn’s numb hand took the card. She walked up the
stairs in a daze. She didn’t even hear the distant voices flowing up behind her. She went
to the bathroom and sat in the empty bathtub, there she cried for the rest of the day.
The next morning she prepared for school on time. Her heart was an aching hole in her
soul. She had been up all night crying. Part of her refused to believe Officer Ramone. She
had to know. Instead of going to school at the dreaded Palmer High; she began the long
walk down Colorado Avenue….
She stood at the same spot she had when she returned to meet with Joey, Joey
Mansfield. She had practiced writing her name as Dawn Mansfield, over and over again.
Dawn Mourning…
Dawn Mourning…
Dawn Mansfield… Now she could never marry Joey.
They had made each other so happy. How could that be gone now? How could this be?
She asked herself as she stood looking at the fire damage to the garage of Joey’s work
place. The black tendrils etched into the store front by the smoke of the flames that
snuffed out her love’s life, reached for the sky. They seemed to beckon to her, even as
she could not bear to look. How?
Dawn walked home in a daze. Once she got there, she went upstairs to her flat. She
went to her bathroom and broke apart her leg razor. She put on the outfit she wore the
first night she had went on the walk with Joey to Manitou. The walk that had changed
her heart, had given her hope, and made her decide that she could find love.
She climbed into her empty bathtub and with a tear… She slit her wrists. Watching her
own blood drain into the bottom of the tub, she felt release. Dawn grew cold, not a
shivering cold, a numb, releasing cold. In an afterthought; she slit her throat.
The broken girl laid back in the tub, bleeding. She had one thought: With every part of
her dying spirit, as her eyes fluttered shut; she cried out to Joey. Another soul called to
her from the void and her soul began to follow… Joey, she could feel him there. Her
consciousness spent its last split second leaving her mind to completely enter the
spiritual realm with Joey: She was wracked with horrific shock. Joey was there, but then
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he was torn away. A swirling sea of darkness tore them from each other. Waves of all
negativity, thousands of them at once slammed into Dawn’s feeble soul: Dawn felt
every negative emotion she had ever experienced in her whole life hit her all at once.
Time turned inside out as the split second of her death lasted forever: Fear,
Embarrassment, hatefulness, misery, loneliness, devastation, horrible loss…
Through the tidal wave of other worldly pain: She could sense Joey again. He was there.
Her lost soul reached out to him; she felt the warmth of his love… Then Panic: She felt
something go wrong. Joey couldn’t find her! She felt him grow angry as she reached out
to him. His anger turned to flames. She felt his soul go further away. No! Her soul cried:
I’m here… She was alone.
The calm where she found Joey was the eye of the storm and it passed. She had no fear
as the waves crashed down on her this time, though: Joey was looking for her. The weak
hope of her pitiful soul in this nameless place was enough to fight off the fear, but fear
was only one emotion, one wave, one current in a fathomless sea. The void left by the
absence of fear was quickly filled with an all-powerful, immortal despair. She was
suddenly so full of certainty that he would never find her; that the tides of dread
became a sea of sorrow. A second was a year, a year was a second. She waited for Joey
and her soul cried; lost and alone in the black abyss…

Chapter Four

Dawn Mourning and the Burnt One
It had been years since Joey and Dawn had died. Their tragic deaths went unnoticed by
most of Colorado Springs. There were a few that remembered; even though they
ignored the unwanted thoughts: Laurice Anderson was one of them. All of the boys that
had stolen Dawn’s dress and covered her with chocolate sauce had the memory of the
tragedy gnawing at the back of their minds over the years too.
On a chilly October night, Laurice was at the Prime Night tavern on Wasatch Street. She
didn’t have to work the next day, but the friends she was with did. She decided to stay
by herself anyway. She began to drink heavily as she enjoyed the blaring music. Laurice
knew that she shouldn’t drive, but eventually she fumbled for her keys. The intoxicated
woman walked slowly, with deliberate steps towards her car in the parking lot.
She put her keys into the car door, when Laurice suddenly stopped to listen. She thought
that she heard a soft noise. Laurice walked to the front of her car facing the sidewalk.
Kneeling there on the pavement was a young girl in a long dress and a white blouse that
was crying into her hands.
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“Hello. Can I help you?” Laurice asked as she moved closer to the girl who was crying
with her hands over her face. The girl looked up. There were gashes on her wrists and
throat. Her pale face was full of anguish.
“Dawn?” Laurice gasped in shock. The utter horror of the sight froze her on the spot. In
that same instant she felt a searing heat surround her and the smell of acrid smoke filled
her nostrils. She turned to look behind her. Towering over Laurice; was a terrifying
image of hate and anger. It was wreathed in a ghostly orange fire. In that instant the
flames spread out to surround her. Laurice Anderson did not even have time to scream,
she was burnt to death on the spot. Her charred remains dropped to the sidewalk in a
smoldering heap.
Months after Laurice Anderson’s closed casket funeral; the police detectives still could
not explain the death. Some suggested spontaneous human combustion. It was almost a
joke around the station. It was a joke that sent a chill down most Officers’ spines.
John Boyd was one of the masked attackers that had assaulted Dawn so many years ago.
He was getting off work late. He was very proud of his construction experience and he
would become a foreman soon. John was leaving the work offices on Moreno Avenue
around sunset. Tired from a long day’s work, he walked across the parking lot alone.
John put the key into the door of his truck, he stopped: He heard what sounded like a
young girl whimpering coming from the front of his vehicle.
“Hello?” He said softly. He peered around the front of his truck. He saw a young girl in a
long dress and a white blouse kneeling on the ground, sobbing. Her hands covered her
face.
“Can I help you?” The girl looked up at him…
Copyrighted 2020 by Luke Bartojay
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DC Diamondopolous

The Creep Factor
Tammy had nightmares of the man she saw in her store window. His elongated face
chased her through the streets of the San Fernando Valley, her terror mounting like a
progression of staccato hits rising up the scales on an untuned piano. She always woke
up screaming before the crescendo.
It all began after Rachel had a gun held to her head for a measly fifty dollars. How dumb
could the thief be, holding up a pillow-and-accessory shop when Dazzles, Tammy’s store
three doors away sold jewelry? It was costume, plastic, some silver, a few pieces of gold,
but, a pillow store?
After the police left, Rachel came in screaming and crying, “Why me?” her eyes red and
twitching, mouth pinched. Tammy knew what Rachel was thinking: you take in more
money than I do, why didn’t he put a gun to your head?
She felt that the robbery at Rachel’s had been a prelude to something bigger, a feeling—
dread. It all came back to the dream. She was at the Pacoima county-fair, at an old-time
taffy-pulling contest where the taffy wasn’t taffy but the face of the man she saw
outside staring in at the window display, his phantom shape morphing into multiple cells
until a valley of identicals hunted her.
Tammy had a panic button under the cash register. The counter was next to the back
door for a fast escape. A six-foot bank of back-to-back showcases stretched down the
middle of the long, narrow store, and ten others lined the east and west walls. The glass
doors reflected whoever looked into them and gave her time to assess people. Still, she
thought of buying a gun.
Tammy stood at the counter with the computer on. She was browsing through listings of
Bakelite necklaces on eBay when the door swung open, the buzzer alarmed. Since the
robbery, Rachel entered her store like a bull in search of a red cape.
“They caught the asshole that held me up!”
“That’s great.”
“The douche spent my money. Cops said I won’t get it back.” Rachel stood just inside the
door, her arms crossed, and her attractive face gaunt.
“At least he’s off the streets,” Tammy said.
“He’ll be out soon enough. And probably come back to rob you.”
Tammy sucked in her breath.
“I’m sorry. I shouldn’t have said that. I hate coming to work. I’m so afraid.”
“I understand.” Tammy walked down the aisle. “At least you weren’t hurt.”
“Emotionally, I was.”
Outside, two women looked at the window display. One held a manila envelope, the
other several letters. Three months earlier, new neighbors moved in with a shipping and
PO Box store. Tammy’s walk-in business increased. The customers were a mix of drifters,
aspiring actors and models, hopeful reality stars, and self-published writers. They talked
about themselves and shared intimate details, as if she were someone without
judgment, and perhaps that was the reason, for Tammy saw the best in people, and she
had to admit; it made a slow day go by faster.
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The two women left.
Tammy was about to speak when the man in her nightmares looked into the window.
“What’s the matter?” Rachel asked. “You look like you saw a ghost.”
He stood hunched over, dressed in a long black coat, looking at the second shelf in the
window display.
“Tammy?”
He was a giant but not really. He just appeared that way. His face and extremities
belonged to a man seven feet or taller. His features all merged into the center of his
enormous face, leaving his jaw and forehead a wasteland of acne craters. And his eyes,
they were two dots of sub-zero tourmalines.
Rachael turned around. “Ew, who’s that?”
“I think he has a PO Box next door. He scares me.”
“You’ve waited on him?”
“No.”
“Probably just a looky-loo. It’s the normal-looking guys you have to watch out for. Like
the asshole that robbed me.”
The man left.
Rachel opened the door and looked back at Tammy. “I keep thinking the next time
someone will kill me. Or you.”
Tammy gasped.
“Oh, I’m sorry.”
Was she really, Tammy wondered? Even so, Rachel left a chemtrail of gloom behind.
Tammy went back to the counter.
She entered her fourth decade of life without husband or child. She attracted men who
used her, takers. It made her feel needed, in control, but they always left anyway. She
wanted to change, but habits were stubborn, and men wanted younger women.
She dreamed of romances like those in a Nora Roberts novel. She wanted to love and be
loved with a passion that could heat Pluto, someone to share in the distinctions of life,
to be swept up a switchback of foreplay and countless orgasms.
She went on-line to meet guys, lowered her standards to the bell curve, where all she
asked for was a man, under sixty, with a full set of teeth and a decent income. Not even
the Internet helped.
She glanced at the large framed mirror—impossible not to look at—that hung on the
back of the showcases at the end of the counter. There was no other place to hang it,
and her customers needed to see their reflection when buying a necklace or earrings.
Tammy was without glamour, in a most glamorous town, lacked charisma in a city
brimming with alluring women, but she did the best she could: added extensions to her
lank dark hair, wore contacts that tinged her brown eyes green, ran five miles three
times a week at Balboa Park. And she was short in a town where the average woman
could play professional basketball. She might have a humdrum face, one that no
boyfriend ever lied about by telling her she was beautiful, but she had compassion,
could discover the kernel of beauty inside another no matter how hideous the person.
So it distressed her, made her feel like she wasn’t trying hard enough to discover the
inner goodness of the man in the topcoat who looked into her window and tracked her
in her dreams. He couldn’t help what he looked like. She worried that she was turning
into a shallow, selfie type of woman.
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Tammy passed the day with customers and the occasional consignor who came in to
pick up their check or add jewelry and knickknacks to a showcase.
It was a half-hour before closing. The January twilight cast a chill as darkness descended.
The street lamps on Ventura Boulevard illuminated empty sidewalks. A light show of
pink, blue and yellow neon flashed from the Thai restaurant across the boulevard and
into Tammy’s store.
She stood at the counter, matching receipts with money she had taken in for the day.
The door opened. The buzzer warned. A gust of cold wind swept exhaust and the smell
of frying fish into the narrow store.
The man appeared.
As much as Tammy wanted to see his inner perfection, she felt the sensation of having
her skin peeled.
She grabbed the money and the receipts, went into the bathroom, shut the door, and
hid her days’ worth in a bag behind the paper towels. She looked out the back window.
Except for her Honda, the parking lot was empty. Her phone was under the first shelf of
the counter. She told herself she was being ridiculous. It was always the ordinary-looking
men who were rapists and murderers, not the ones with warped faces and mismatched
body parts.
Tammy recited the affirmation that her Buddhist friend Qwan had given her: “I see
beauty in all things and in everyone.”
She opened the door. The blood evaporated from her brain and left her woozy with fear.
“Can, I help you?” she stammered.
He stood in front of the counter, his long arms stretched from one end almost to the
other, braced, an anchor for his gigantic head. “I’m looking for a jade ring.” His voice
garbled like nails thrashed about in a garbage disposal. His pinprick eyes seemed to
enjoy Tammy’s terror.
She thought about lying, but what if he saw the ring? “I, um, yes. A man’s ring?”
“Yeah. A man’s ring.”
“There’s one in the second case in the front,” she said, hoping he’d walk away so she
could open the back door. What for? To run out? And leave him alone in her store? Stop
looking at his appearance, Tammy told herself.
“I want to try it on.”
Tammy nodded. She hurried from behind the counter, went around the hanging mirror
and down the west aisle with her key poised to unlock the case.
He lumbered toward her as if he wore concrete platforms, his expression smug.
He stood close beside her. Affixed to his long coat was a metallic odor, iron, or was it
blood?
Tammy reached in and gave him the ring.
Scars crisscrossed the top of his huge hands and knuckles. He jammed the ring onto his
pinkie.
She glanced out the front window, hoping someone would come in.
“How much is it?”
His breath smelled like a jar of old pennies.
“$285.00.”
“Gold.”
“14 carat.”
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“Hmm.” He stared at her and massaged the tip of his middle finger back and forth over
the jade then tapped the stone with his teeth.
Tammy cringed.
“What’s the best price?” he asked.
“I can take ten percent off.”
“Hmm, $255.00, even.”
“There’s tax.”
“Not with cash,” the man said. He stared at her. There didn’t seem to be any life coming
from his eyes, not human, more reptilian. She expected a forked tongue to shoot out
between his lips.
She’d pay the tax. She wanted him out of her store, out of her life, out of her dreams.
“All right.”
He held out his skillet sized hand—fingers that looked like they enjoyed pulling the wings
off of sparrows—the gemstone dwarfed on his pinky.
“I’ll think about it.” He yanked off the ring and handed it to her. “I’ll let you know,
tomorrow.”
“Tomorrow? Someone else is interested in it. It might be gone by tomorrow.”
“I’ll take that chance,” he said and walked away. The hem of his long coat touched her
leg.
She shivered, watched him go out the front door and realized she had sweated through
her blouse. The waistband of her skirt was damp. He did nothing overt. He could have
knocked her down and run off with the ring. He could have raped her in the bathroom.
He could have knotted his wiener like fingers around her neck and snuffed her.
He didn’t want to pay tax. That was all he demanded.
Tammy prayed he wouldn’t return.
***
The next day was cold, but she kept the back door open. She turned the thermometer
up to seventy-five, thankful for the people in the alley: car's parking, people shouting
into their phones, UPS and Federal Express trucks screeching.
When she went home the night before, she had a glass of wine, then another. She had
called Qwan, who suggested she meditate. She instructed Tammy to go beyond the
physical to the spiritual world to seek answers. Tammy cried out, “I’ve tried that, and I’m
still scared to death of him!” Qwan replied, “Focus not on his body but on his soul." “I
don’t think he has one,” Tammy whispered. She said good-bye to Qwan and found
divinity in another glass of wine.
At four in the morning, she shot up in bed, the monster in her dream the color of jade.
The arms of his coat turned into green batwings. He chased her through the store until
she dived into the mirror and vanished.
With three more hours before rising, she heaped the covers on top of her, shuddered,
and squeezed her eyes shut. Tears streamed sideways across her cheek.
That morning she put on four-inch heels, and for the first time teased her hair—like her
mother used to do—to make herself appear bigger. She carried the only weapon she
could find at home, a souvenir from Disneyland: a tiny Swiss Army knife with scissors
attached. She never harmed anyone, even spiders she’d toss outside. For Tammy, all
God’s creatures were worthy of respect. But nothing could quell her fear of the man.
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Tammy polished the counter. She ran the vacuum, swept the sidewalk in front of her
store. Her feet hurt from the high heels. When she’d bend over her teased hair would
smash into showcases, and shelves.
So great was her anticipation of being murdered, that, she began to think of flower
arrangements and who would give the eulogy at her funeral. Her mother would be in
shock, her father forlorn. Rachel would be thinking, glad it wasn’t me.
Tammy waited and waited. She peeked through the bathroom window whenever she
heard a car, truck or motorcycle. She went out the front door and looked in at the PO
Boxes. She glanced east then west. Cars backed up on Ventura. A skateboarder headed
toward the Galleria, but no man.
That night, after she got home, she finished a bottle of wine, slipped into bed and closed
her eyes like the lid on a coffin.
***
The next day Tammy dressed in her favorite sweater, lavender background with tiny
pink hearts, and a navy blue skirt that showed off her athletic legs. Her hair obeyed the
brush, and she wore just the right amount of make-up to enhance her features.
She felt invigorated from a good night’s sleep and that the man had decided against the
ring, and therefore, wouldn’t return. How foolish, she thought, to work herself into a
panic. Tammy hated being a victim.
She was sprucing up a case when the door opened the buzzer alerted.
A young Asian woman walked in, small and delicate, with long black hair parted down
the middle. She went to the right aisle.
Tammy saw her looking into the second showcase. “Can I help you?” she asked, walking
toward her.
The woman pressed her forehead against the glass. “My boyfriend wants me to see that
jade ring.”
“Your boyfriend?”
“Yeah.”
“You mean—”
“He was here the other day.”
The man had a girlfriend!
“He can’t afford it, but he’s up for a part in the new James Bond film.”
“He’s an actor?”
The woman looked at Tammy. “Yeah. He’s up for the role of the new henchman.”
“Henchman?”
“Yeah, the other actor died. They need to cast someone scary looking.”
Tammy felt a hiccup launching in her stomach. “So, he’s like getting into the role?” The
hiccup expanded into a chuckle.
“I guess.”
Tammy felt giddy. She laughed. “I have a feeling, he’ll get the part.”
“I hope. What’s so funny?”
“Me. I’m laughing at myself. Can I take the ring out for you?” Tammy asked, feeling like
the sun, the moon and the stars aligned instantly for her. She felt ashamed for judging
him, stupid for being afraid, ridiculous for having nightmares about him.
The woman sighed and stared into the showcase. “No, I’d have to work overtime for a
month if I were to buy it for him.”
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“Why buy it for him if he gets the role?”
“Even if he gets it, he can’t afford it.” She looked at Tammy. “He has a hard time finding
work.”
“Because of his,” Tammy searched for a kind word, “distinctive looks?”
“That, too. People are picky about who they hire. So now he’s trying to be an actor.”
What did she mean by, that too, Tammy wondered?
“He thinks because I’m Chinese, I know good jade. I’m about as Chinese as Taylor Swift.
It’s a nice ring. But he’s dreaming.” She turned and walked out the door.
Tammy went back to the counter and sat on the stool. She pondered the meaning
behind everything the woman told her. He was trying to be an actor, had a hard time
finding work and not just because of his looks. What other reasons? Had he a prison
record? Murdered someone? Would let his girlfriend work extra hours to buy him a
ring—selfish, but so were a lot of men. She seemed intelligent. But Tammy knew love
wasn’t just blind. It could be deaf, too.
She was reaching for her phone to call Qwan when the ringtone let out, “All You Need is
Love”.
“Dazzles, Tammy speaking.”
“I was in the other day.”
Tammy’s neck and arm hairs became stiff as antennas. “I remember.”
“Don’t sell the ring. I’ll be in tomorrow.”
“Congratulations,” she said trying to keep the tremor out of her voice.
“What for?”
“The role, of the henchman, in the new James Bond movie. Congratulations.” She heard
his snicker and then the dial tone. Tammy glanced about as if something could save her.
God help me!
Copyrighted 2020 by DC Diamondopolous
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Vandita Dharni

Secrets of the Black Cat
Beyond the placid river, stood a desolate wooden cottage facing ridges that contorted
their craggy faces with each season. This virgin landscape was a visual delight to city
dwellers who would come to savour a slice of this pastoral haven. However, certain
mysterious occurrences lay tangled in Ivy tendrils espaliered to the edifice of the
cottage. Footsteps could be heard moving furtively on the trail that led to the forest but
people attributed it to animals lurking in the blanket of night.
The vermilion sky slowly surrendered to the forebodings of twilight as the Ivy hung its
tresses luring spirits to indulge in its misty solitude. The sun peered overhead, stretching
the two lovers, new occupants of the cottage in an embrace as they explored the
aromatic sensuousness of the ambience. A black cat scampered across staring at them
with piercing eyes but they pretended to be oblivious to its presence. After spending a
few blissful moments, they decided to collect some appetite for supper.
Stepping into the shrubbery, they could inhale the lingering smell of musty pinewood.
The narrow trail was made uneven by knotted roots. Darkness thickened with the trees
canopying them as they navigated through unfamiliar territory with absolutely no traces
of light filtering through. Strange silhouettes crept towards them but as they looked
more closely, they realized it was just the wind moaning. Were they hallucinating or
were their fears real?
The black cat continued to follow them into the eeriness of the woodland. Two pairs of
fluorescent eyes roosting on a branch glared at them for violating their privacy. As they
reached the river, they could feel a strange throbbing in their hearts.
“We must head home now before the wind freezes us to the bone,” remarked a
petrified Cathy. Roderick shrugged his shoulders, shivering in the black wind-cheater he
had thrown carelessly around his shoulders. The path to the river wasn’t as short as they
had fathomed it would be.
Roderick felt a chill run down his spine as the wind seemed to howl even more
aggressively. Something was following them surely, so close and palpable that they
could sense it. Cathy gripped her lover’s hand tightly, not daring to look back at what
was following them. Besides, it was too dark and they could hardly even see each other.
The treacherous wind seemed to claw into their skin, gnawing at their bones.
They hastened their footsteps when they heard a shriek in the vicinity and something
growled just a few meters away. Within minutes, they reached their cottage but it
seemed as though someone had been trespassing. The windows were open and the
wind still echoed the same shrieks. They were horrified to see fresh blood dripping from
the wall where the Ivy hung. The black cat sat there knowingly, guarding sinister secrets.
“This place is haunted I’m certain,” said Roderick. “Let’s move out as soon as the
morning light kisses our doorstep.”
Then suddenly, they heard footsteps at the door. Cathy was weeping frantically. Her
face pale as cream and her body shook convulsively. The curtains rustled against the
open window that had sucked in more than just the icy wind. A creaking sound was
heard as the front door rattled opened by itself. They were mortified by fear as they
clutched on to each other in the darkness. A gentle sobbing was heard and then a
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shuffling noise. The cat mewed loudly as if to commune with the spirits lurking in the
cottage.
Within a few minutes or maybe hours, everything fell into a hushed silence again. The
door had shut on its own. In the morning, two bodies entwined in a deathly embrace
were recovered from the haunted cottage, while the black cat caterwauled in glee. Only
and only the cat knew the secrets of the darkness.
Copyrighted 2020 By Vandita Dharni
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Meg Smith

The Little Barbarian
The air in the house had grown warm.
That wasn’t the reason Tom escaped to the back porch, but it was the reason he gave,
with good-natured chuckling behind him.
It was early October, and the night was pleasingly cool. Tom reached into his pocket,
and pulled out a joint. Maybe this was rude at someone else’s house, but he needed to
clear his head.
His friend Bart had invited him, saying, “It will be like old times.” By “old times” Bart
meant the early 1970s, when they worked as orderlies at Mass General, where Bart had
met his Irish wife, Clare, a nurse.
The “old times” were nights of gathering an assortment of musicians -- Tom, with his
guitar and sea-shanties; Earl, with the Appalachian hammer dulcimer from Harvard
Square; Clare with her repertoire of Irish songs, most of them actually in Irish; Bart with
his bodhran, the hand-held Irish drum, whose patter always sounded to Tom like a
blood-stirring call to war; Tom’s then-wife, Sandy, who sang with a Balkan women’s
quartet -- those haunting shepherdess songs meant to be called across the lonely
mountains.
Only there was no Sandy here tonight; they were divorced, and she had custody of their
daughter, Jenna, 8.
They had met in a sit-in. Their shared causes and their love of music drew them
together; the birth of Jenna kept them grimly together until last year.
Bart and Clare were still together, but Tom, a veteran of divorce court, could sense the
rumbles like a train soon to derail.
There were two women at the party Tom had never met -- friends of Clare’s from work,
both nurses. Britta was from Estonia and had studied ballet. Prudence was from Ghana
and was working on her master’s degree in public health.
It wasn’t long before Tom realized that neither was there because of a passion for folk
music. Clare was slyly, or perhaps pityingly, playing at match-maker.
When that became clear, Tom, who had probably had more than he should of his host’s
whiskey, excused himself to the porch.
“Irish whiskey is distilled three times,” Clare had announced. “Like the Trinity.”
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Contrary to what people always said about the Irish, they drank sparingly, taking more
mirth from jokes and singing.
Britta and Prudence drank only some lemonade and tea. They were both tall and
graceful, and smiled beautifully, but it was clear they were a bit bemused by the
gathering and its purpose.
I should really go home, Tom thought, taking a deep drag. Hell, I’ll call a cab.
His head felt agreeably murky. But he was beginning to think a chance meeting of pot
and Irish whiskey was no better a fit than he and Britta, or he and Prudence. Or he and
anyone, right now.
The split still stung. Seeing Jenna once a week seared the sting anew.
The houses were close together, and there was a three-decker next door. On the top
floor, someone was arguing, and turning up music. Rock. It had to be rock.
Tom wrinkled his nose.
Despite the fall air, a few moths dithered at the yellow porch light.
Tom found himself fixated on them for a while, how long he wasn’t sure -- but it seemed
to take him an absurd amount of time to realize another human had joined him on the
porch.
He scrunched up his eyes. He could not remember this young woman joining the party.
She was slender, though a bit more robust in the hips than he might have preferred. Her
face was soft and clear -- maybe another Irish woman -- and her black hair fell around
her shoulders.
Her eyes were greenish-gold, like a cat’s, and dark in the porch light.
She was not smiling, but looking at him curiously, and holding out a plate of cupcakes
and cookies.
As he focused on her dark blue jersey, embroidered in green with ST. MARK’S and a
crest with a cross emblazoned on it, he coughed. His mouth felt as if filled with cinders.
He had been raised a Methodist. Emblems of Catholicism made him illogically uneasy,
despite having Catholic friends.
Of course. Molly, Bart’s and Clare’s daughter.
He had not seen her for several years.
“Hey,” Molly said flatly, holding out the goodie plate, and raising an eyebrow signalling
impatience more than hospitality. “I took the coats at the door.”
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Tom reached out and took the plate. He hadn’t worn a coat. A sad reason not to register
her presence, he thought.
“Thanks,” he said, taking a bite of a cupcake.
“This guy in my class gets high,” she said in that same, starkly deductive manner. “Then
he raids the vending machine.”
Tom could feel heat creep into his cheeks. “I guess nothing gets past kids nowadays,” he
said.
Molly continued to look at him dispassionately.
He became aware that she was studying his face. Pot had a way of making him fill
blurred about some things and uncomfortably focused on others.
They had not seen each other since she was a kid. And he was never good with kids, not
even his own, as Sandy had complained so many times.
“I’m 16 now,” she said. Her eyes, he realized, were tracing his face as if looking at a
topographical map -- at crevices, at deepening lines, maybe his yellowing eyes looking
more sooty and sleepy in the porch light. Good light, bad light, 40 was beckoning.
He began snuffing the joint out. “It doesn’t matter to me,” she said with that same
flatness.
In fact, he’d almost offered it to her, and then realized how ridiculous that would be,
inviting his friend’s 16-year-old daughter to get high with him.
He tried to think of something to sound a little more paternal and less like her parents’
burnt-out friend. “Sweet 16,” he said.
Her face registered confusion.
He followed, “Um, Sweet 16, and never been kissed.”
Good going, dumbass. Even now, his former wife Sandy’s voice had made a bivouac in
his brain, and always piped up after he had said or done something stupid.
“Sorry,” he said. Molly had scrunched up her eyes, signaling offense, but said nothing in
response. Laughter and the end of a joke from inside filled the void of silence.
Why the hell doesn’t she go inside, he thought.
A memory flashed in his mind. He was looking after Molly while Tom and Clare had gone
to an in-service day.
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He was not as much looking after her as leaving her in the kitchen by herself, with a
salad.
When he returned, she had created some elaborate mural on the table with pieces of
the salad, and he had shooed her into the den, with her sleeping bag, and shut the door.

Behind the closed door, she had found some matches and set a rug on fire, later
insisting that she was just pretending to be camping.
Her face darkened, and it seemed maybe Molly remembered, too.
Tom ate more of the cupcake. He held the plate back out to her, and she took a cookie.
Instead of saying “thank you,” or anything graceful, she informed him,” “It’s good to eat
in front of a guy.”
“ -- Sorry?”
“If you eat in front of a guy at school, they think you’re fat.”
This has to be teen code for something, he thought, and it came to him. “You’re not like
someone at school that I like. You’re my Dad’s weird old friend, so you’re safe. I can eat
in front of you.” A sourness reached from his stomach, into his throat. It was illogical, yet
there it was. The sour taste, sour feeling.
She had decided to sit on a rickety folding chair, the kind with criss-cross, waterproof
fake fabric that adults would invariably fall through.
He regretted sharing the food with her, because it gave her a reason to stay out there.
She’s not going anywhere and she’s too big for me to make her, Tom thought
resentfully.
She sat back, and crossed her ankles in a leisurely way that said clearly: “It’s my house. I
can sit where I want.”
“So,” he said. “It’s gonna be a new decade.”
“It already is,” Molly said. “1980. New president soon.”
His mouth went sour again.
I could always go back inside, even if she doesn’t, he thought.
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But laughter floated through a half-open kitchen window, and a snatch of what clearly
sounded like an argument starting.
He remembered what Bart had told him when Bart had picked him up from Dudley
Square.
Tom didn’t drive, and a judge made sure he wouldn’t drive again for a long, long time.
It was either the orange line from his one-room efficiency, rides with friends, or if he
was feeling especially like splurging, a taxi trip.
“You guys are divorced now,” Molly reminded him.
“Yes,’ he acknowledged. He really did not want to discuss that with this girl, this high
school girl, this high school girl whom at last meeting had tried to burn down his house
in retaliation for punishing her.
“How -- “
“You can go ahead and smoke your joint,” she said. “I’m not gonna tell. I don’t smoke,
but I don’t care if someone else does.”
“I’m all done.”
She smiled.
He shivered. That would be a great prompt to go inside. But, he didn’t. Partly because he
didn’t like the tone he heard from inside, and partly because his head felt a little foggy
after the hostilities brewing between pot and whiskey, with cookies and cupcakes trying
to broach peace.
“Well, you’ve certainly grown into a fine young woman,” he heard himself say, distantly,
like a stranger, far off, down the subway line.
She made a sputtering, smirking sound. “How do you know.”
He was startled. Sandy was right. He had sucked at parenting, and although he often felt
his adolescence hanging about like a school friend who never grew up, that did not
mean he knew how to talk to teens.
“Well, your parents -- speak highly of you.” That sounded like a job interview. The job
interview that got him the job as a manager at Cabe’s Quick Mart, where he had parked
his medical career.
Molly seemed to weigh his remark as if it were in fact, a reasonable assessment.
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The rock music from across the way blared. “Aerosmith,” Molly announced. “At school
everyone likes them because they’re from Boston.”
He had skirted the world of rock; it made him uneasy. “So, who do you like, then.”
She looked upward for a moment, and then said, “Rush. I like Rush.”
He brightened. Here was something that made him hopeful. “Tom Rush,” he declared.
The master of folk.
“No,” she said curtly. “Rush. Rush is a rock band. From Canada.”
“Oh.”
“Where your friends all went during the war.”
The comment irritated him, but he let it pass.
“It’s not easy being young today.” He chewed at a cookie.
But the cookies, unlike either pot or whiskey, had no particular medicinal effect except
that eating meant he had to say less.
“What do you mean?” she asked, as his mouth was full.
He swallowed in an ungainly gulp. “It’s an uncertain time. You must talk about it in class.
In um, current events.”
She chuckled, a low, disdainful chuckle. “Khrushchev and Kennedy are dead,” she
reminded him.
He felt his mood darken at her irreverence. “Well, we are about to have a new
president, and people feel uncertain about it.”
She clenched the arms of the chair and stood up in that easy, seamless glide only a
young adult could achieve, a grace that had left him long ago, even before his wife.
Without meaning to, he stepped back, leaning against the porch railing. Before he could
ask, Molly went on. Something now about her eyes, growing darker, made anxiety flare
in his chest. Yes, post-pot paranoia, he told himself.
Her voice fell to a whisper, but an audible, stage-type whisper, as if they were suddenly
pals, huddled with other pals, around a bonfire.
“In the future,” she said, “Kids rule the planet. I’m not worried. I’m getting ready.”
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The nuclear build-up, the very things he and his friends and future ex wife had
protested, and had even spent a few nights in jail over. She’s making fun of it all, he
glowered.
“Only kids survive, and just a few adults. But there’s no food, see.”
“Hey -- “
The teenage diffidence had disappeared. She took the plate of half-eaten goodies away,
and tossed it onto a rickety, folding table. “No food. So, you’re an adult who survives,
and there’s all these hungry kids. So -- “ she smiled for effect.
Her breath was sweet. She smelled of everything wholesome and right in the world, and
he felt vaguely ashamed to find it pleasant.
Yet, his rage was slowly churning in him, mixing the pot and whiskey and cupcakes all
together like gurgling lava.
“That’s right. We chop up the adults like you, because you guys fucked up the planet.
And we eat your sorry asses.”
He put out both hands, and pushed her back. She tottered slightly.
“You’re a little barbarian,” he erupted. “Always were.”
Now it was her turn to register rage in her gleaming eyes.
Shit, the inner voice of Sandy said. Like real-life Sandy, the inner voice Sandy never
stopped him from a major screw up ahead of time, only announced it to him after the
fact.
But Molly stood, silent. She didn’t threaten to tell her parents. She didn’t take a swing at
him like real-life Sandy would have, and had.
Because she’s not Sandy, inner Sandy said. She’s a teenage kid.
“You’re right!” Molly said, her voice filled with startling affirmation.
“Barbarians,” she said. “I come from a race of barbarians. Don’t you forget it.”
“Hey, look, I’m sorry --”
“I remember,” she began.
But before he could say anything about that distant, failed grounding, or the fire, she
said, “I heard you one time. You all thought I was asleep.”
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He shook his head. A light cloud of perspiration was forming on his forehead, and his
hands tremored, slightly.
“I heard you say ‘you’re all barbarians,’ and my mom threw a glass of water in your
face.”
The back door creaked open. Bart, Claire, Earl, Britta and Prudence were all shuffling
out, and the porch felt like a crowded ride on the T.
“Well, I have homework. Nice chatting,” Molly said to him.
His head began to thud.
His glance fell from her, to Clare, to Britta and Prudence, who both looked bewildered,
and disapproving.
“I could use an aspirin.” I’m looking at all the females, he thought, and he remembered
the other reason his marriage had failed. So many times, Sandy had said, “You’re not as
liberal as you think. You still think women are servants.”
He’d pushed back at that, but here he was, expecting one of the women on the porch to
respond.
“Get it yourself,” Molly said, smirking again, before slipping inside. “You know where the
medicine cabinet is.”
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